
"as FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS

Complaint 95 F.

IN THE MATIER OF

AHC PHARMACAL, INC. , ET AI..

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Dockd C-3017. Complaint, Aprl 1980 Decis Aprl 28; 1980

This consent order requires , among other things, a Miami , Fla. finn and its corprate
president, engaged in the marketing and advertising of health relate products
to cease disseminating advertisements which represent that the use of AHC Gel
or any similar preparation, alone or as part of an acne control regimen, cures
acne and results in a blemish-free skin; or that any such preparation is superior
to other over-the-cunter acne products. Respondents are required to have a

reasonable basis for advertising representations relating to prouct perfor-
mance, efficay and results and prohibited from misrepresnting the extent or
results of product testing. Respondents are further prohibited from disseminat-
ing advertisement.,; for acne products without first disseminating prescribed
corrective advertising as specified in the order. Additionally, ad substantiation
must be maintained for a period of three years.

Appearances

For the Commission: Steven Newbo.

For the respondents: Pro se.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it hy said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission having reason to believe that AHC Pharmacal , Inc.
(hereinafter "AHC Pharmacal"), a corporation , and James E. Fulton

D. (hereinafter "Fulton ), as an individual and corporate officer
hereinafter at times referred to as respondents, having violated the
provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as

follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. "AHC Pharmacal" is a corporation organized , existing

end doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

lorida with its office and principal place of business located at 1609

LW. 14th St. , Miami , Florida.
PAR. 2. "Fulton" is an individual and corporate president of "AHC
mrmacal." He formulates, directs and controls the acts and practices

AHC Pharmacal " including the acts and practices described
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herein, and he is the principal beneficiary of the corporation s business.

Fulton " business address is 1609 N.W. 14th St. , Miami , Florida.
PAR. 3. Respondent "AHC Pharmacal" is a privately held corporation

which was organized and is maintained for the purpose of promoting
and conducting the business interests of "Fulton.

" "

AHC Pharmacal"
and " Fulton" have been and now are marketing and advertising health
related products, including but not limited to a product variously

known as AHC Gel , AHC Pharmacal's benzoyl peroxide gel medication
and b.p. gcl medication (hereinafter "AHC Gel"), a product advertised
for the treatment of acne. The respondents, in connection with the
manufacture and marketing of said product, have disseminated
published and distributed, and now disseminate , publish and distribute
advertisements and promotional material for the purpose of promoting
the sale of "AHC Gel" for human use. "AHC Gel" is marketed hy the
respondents, both separately and as part of a program for the
treatment of acne known as "Dr. Fulton s Acne Control Regimen

(hereinafter " the Acne Control Regimen ). This product, "" advertised
is a "drug" within the meaning of Section 12 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their said businesses, the

respondents have disseminated and caused the dissemination of certain
advertisements concerning "AHC Gel" and " the Acne Control Regi-
men" through the United States mail and by various means in or
affecting commerce, as Hcommerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, including, but not limited to, the insertion of

advertisements in magazines with national circulations, and advertise-
ments in the form of a booklet, entitled "Acne: A Treatable Disease
which was , and is , sent through the United States mail , for the purpose
of inducing and which was likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the
purchase of the product "AHC Gel " and have disseminated and caused
the dissemination of advertisements concerning said product by

various means, including but not limited to the aforesaid media, for the
purpose of inducing and which are likely to induce, directly or
indirectly, the purchase of said products in commerce.
PAR. 5. Typical of the statements and representations in said

advertisements disseminated as previously described , but not necessar-
ily inclusive thereof, are the following:
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PAR. 6. Through the use of said advertisements and others referred

to in Paragraphs Four and Five, respondents represented, and now
represent, directly or by implication that use of "AHC Gel " either
alone or as part of "the Acne Control Regimen " wil cure acne
regardless of the severity of the condition.

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, use of "AHC Gel " either alone or as part
of " the Acne Control Regimen " wil not cure acne. Therefore , the
advertisements referred to in Paragraphs Four and Five were and are
misleading in material respects and constituted, and now constitute
false advertisements, and the statement and representation set forth
in Paragraph Five was, and is false, misleading and deceptive.

PAR. 8. Furthermore , through the use of the advertisements referred
to in Paragraphs Four and Five , respondents represented, and now
represent that:

a. Use of "AHC Gel " either alone or as part of " the Acne Control
Regimen " by persons with acne will result in skin free of pimples
blackheads, whiteheads , other acne blemishes, and scarring.
b. Use of "AHC Gel " either alone or as part of "the Acne Control

Regimen " by persons with acne wil help control pimples, blackheads
whiteheads, other acne blemishes, and scarring, regardless of the
severity of the disease.

c. "AHC Gel " either alone or as part of " the Acne Control
Regimen " is superior to all other over-the-counter acne preparations
for the treatment of acne, including but not limited to other benzoyl

peroxide products.

PAR. 9. In truth and in fact there existed at the time of the first

dissemination of the representations referred to in Paragraph Eight no
reasonable basis for the making of these representations, in that
respondents lacked competent and reliable scientific evidence to
support said representations. Therefore, the making and dissemination
of said representations as alleged constituted, and now constitute
unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce,

PAR. 10. In the course and conduct its aforesaid husiness, and at all
times mentioned herein , the respondents have been , and now are , in
substantial competition in or affecting commerce with corporations
firms and individuals representing or engaged in the over-the-counter
and prescription drug industries.

PAR. 11. The use by respondents of the aforesaid unfair or deceptive

representations and the dissemination of the aforesaid false advertise-
ments has had , and now has, the capacity and tendency to mislead
members of the consuming public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that said representations were and are true.
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PAR. 12. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein
alleged , including the dissemination of the aforesaid false advertise-
ments , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondents ' competitors , and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
methods of competition in or affecting commerce, and unfair or

deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce , in violation of
Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the bureau proposed to present to
the Commission for its consideration and which, if issued by the

Commission , would charge respondents with violations of the Federal
Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreemeni containing a consent order, an admission by
the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of such agreement is
for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by

respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such

complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to helieve that the respondents have

violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional find-
ings , and enters the following order:
1. Respondent AHC Pharmacal , Inc. is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of Florida with its office and principal place of business located

at 1609 N.W. 14th St. , Miami , Florida.
2. Respondent James E. Fulton , M. D. is an individual and corporate

officer of AHC Pharmacal , Inc. and maintains an office at I609 N.
14th St. , Miami , Florida.
3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
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matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the procceding is
in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents AHC Pharmacal , Inc. , a corporation
and James E. Fulton, individually and as a corporate officer, their
successors and assigns , either jointly or individually, and the corporate
respondent' s officers, agents , representatives , and employees , directly
or through any corporation , division or other device , in connection with
the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of all products do
forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Disseminating or causing the dissemination of any advertise-
ments by means of the United States mail or by any means in or
affecting commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, which directly or indirectly:

1. Represents that use of a product variously known as AHC Gel
AHC Pharmacal's benzoyl peroxide gel medication and b.p. gel
medication (hereinafter "AHC Gel") either alone or as part of " Dr.

ulton s Acne Control Regimen" (hereinafter "the Acne Control
Regimen ) or any other acne product or regimen wil cure acne or any
skin condition associated with acne,

2. Misrepresents the extent to which any product has been tested

or the results of any such test(s).
B. Disseminating or causing the dissemination of any advertise-

ment by means of the United States mail or by any means in or
affecting commerce , as Ijcommerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, which directly or indirectly:

1. Represents that use of "AHC Gel" , either alone or as part of "the
Acne Control Regimen , or use of any other acne product or regimen
by persons with acne, wil result in skin free of pimples, blackheads
whiteheads , other acne blemishes , or scarring;

2. Represents that "AHC Gel" , either alone or as part of "the Acne
Control Regimen , or any other acne product or regimen , is superior to
other over-the-counter acne preparations for the treatment of acne

ineluding but not limited to other benzoyl peroxide products

unless, at the time of each dissemination of such representation(s)
respondents possess and rely upon competent and reliable scientific or
medical evidence as a reasonable basis for such representation(s).
Competent and reliable scientific or medical evidence" shall be
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defined as evidence in the form of at least two well-controlled double-
blind clinical studies which are conducted by different persons
independently of each other. Such persons shall be dermatologists who
are qualified by scientific training and experience to treat acne and
conduct the aforementioned studies.

C, Disseminating or causing the dissemination of any advertise-
ment by means of the United States mail or by any mcans in or
affecting commerce

, "

commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, which directly or indirectly makes representations
referring or rclating to the performance or efficacy of any product or
refers or relates to any characteristic, property or result of the use of
any product, unless, at the time of each dissemination of such
representation(s) respondents possess and rely upon a reasonable basis
for such representation(s).

It is further ordered That within sixty (60) days of the acceptance of
this order, respondents shall cease and desist from disseminating or
causing the dissemination of advertisements for "AHC Gel"

, "

the Acne
Control Regimen , and/or any other acne product or regimen , unless
respondents first disseminate corrective advertisements for the Acne
Control Regimen (including AHC Gel) in Sunday newspaper supple-
ments and on radio.

A. All such Sunday newspaper supplement corrective advertise-
ments shall clearly and conspicuously disclose, in the headline with
boldface type no smaller than 48 points (one-half inch) in height, that
no product can cure acne. " Nothing in the headline , or any part of the

advertisement, shall in any way obscure or contradict the clear
meaning of the disclosure. Furthermore, no language in said advertise-
ment shall appear in a type size equal to or larger than the headline
type size.

Said Sunday newspaper supplement corrective advertisements shall
be disseminated in the following cities: Boston , MA; Atlanta, GA;
Cleveland , OH; Philadclphia, P A; Pittsburgh , P A; and San Francisco
CA. Respondents may substitute cities of reasonable demographic and
geographic similarity, provided that said cities are substituted on a
one-for-one basis. Said corrective advertisements shall be run at least
one full-page advertisement per month for a time period of three
consecutive months , provided that said advertisements shall not he
disseminated during the months of June , July, or August.

Respondents may elect to run two half-page corrective advertise-
ments in the place of each and every full-page corrective advertise-
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ment to satisfy their corrective advertising obligations under this part
of the order. Provided, Iwwe'ver that all such corrective advertisements
must be run in different weekly issues of the aforementioned
newspaper supplements for any given locale, and other requirements
of this order (e. headline type size , dissemination schedule , etc.) are
fully complied with. 

B. All corrective advertisements which are required for dissemina-
tion by radio shall be at least thirty seconds in duration and shall begin
with the unobscured announcement that "no product can cure acne,
Nothing else in the advertisement shall in any way obscure 
contradict the clear meaning of this statement. Said radio corrective
advertisements shall be disseminated as non-consecutive spots over

major radio stations (as defined below) in the following urban areas:
Chicago, II.; Los Angeles, CA; Miami, FL. Said radio corrective
advertisements shall be disseminated at least twice each month during
the same three months as the Sunday newspaper supplement corrcc-
tive advertisements , referred to in HA, are disseminated,

For purposes of this order a "major radio station" shall he defined as
a radio station which (a) has a broadcast power of at least 6 00 watts

horizontal and 6 000 watts vertical , and (b) is described in its own
promotional materials as being targeted at teenagers or young adult
audiences and/or primarily playing rock , disco or contemporary hit
music,
C. The obligation to run corrective advertisements shall not in any

way alleviate other order obligations. Furthermore , such advertise-
ments shall not represent, directly or indirectly, that the Federal Trade
Commission approves, recommends or in any manner endorses the
advertised product or product's advertising.

It is jurtfwr ordered That respondents shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this order to each of their operating divisions.

It is jurtfwr ordered That each respondent notify the Commission at
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect
comp1iance obligations arising out of this order.

It is jurtfwr ordered That such respondent shall, within sixty (60)
days after this order becomes final , and annually thereafter for three
(3) years, file with the Commission a report, in writing, signed by
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respondent, setting forth in detail the manner and form of its
compliance with this order.

It is further ordered That each respondent shall maintain files and
records of all substantiation related to the requirements of Parts IE
and IC of this order for a period of three (3) years after the
dissemination of any advertisement which relates to that portion of the
order. Additionally, such materials shall he made available to the
Federal Trade Commission or its staff within fifteen (I5) days of a
written request for such materials.

324-97\ 81- 35: QL3
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IN THE MATTER OF

ELl LILLY AND COMPANY

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLKIlONS OF

SEC, 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF
THE CLAYTON ACT

Docket C- 'J021. Complaint , Aprl 1980 Decis, Aprl 1980

This consent order requires, among other things, an Indianapolis, Indiana manufac-
turer and seller of pharmaceuticals and other chemical substances, to cee
engaging in several anticompctitive practices involving the Unite State
finished insulin industry, Additionally the order requires Eli Lilly and Co. to
grant certain licenses covering its existing and future insulin-relate technology

to existing and prospective competitors.

Appearances

For the Commission: WiUiam C. Holmes.

For the respondent:
Washingtn , D.

Charles E. Ruffon, C01ingwn Burling,

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Eli
Lily and Company, hereinafter referred to as "Lily" or "respondent"
has violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as

amended , (15 V. C. 45), and Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended
(I5 V. C. 18), and that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the
public interest, hereby issues this complaint, stating its charges as
follows:

I. RESPONDENT

PARAGRAPH 1. Lilly is a corporation organized and existing under
and by virtue of the laws of the State of Indiana, with its principal

executive offices located at 307 East McCarty St. , Indianapolis
Indiana.

PAR. 2. Lily s principal business is the manufacture and sale of
chemical compounds and substances for use by or on living organisms
- human , plant and animal. This business accounted for approximate-
ly 89% of the consolidated net sales of Lilly and its subsidiaries during
the years 1972 through 1976.

PAR. 3. In I976 , Lilly s consolidated net sales were approximately
$1.34 bilion, consolidated net income after taxes was approximately
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$200 million , and consolidated total assets were approximately $1.58
billion. Sales of pharmaceuticals accounted for approximately $761
milion of Lilly s consolidated net sales in I976.

II. NATURE OF TRADE AND COMMERCE

A. Relevant Market

PAR. 4. The relevant geographic market involved in this complaint isthe United States as a whole. 
PAR. 5. The relevant product market involved in this complaint is

finished insulin.
PAR. 6. Finished insulin is a drug used by approximately 1 600 000

diabetics within the United States in the treatment of diahetes
mellitus, commonly known as diabetes. For those diabetics who are
insulin-dependent, finished insulin is the only method of treatment.

PAR. 7. The market for finished insulin has been and is expanding
rapidly. In I970, total industry sales of finished insulin within the

United States were approximately $26 milion. By 1976 , industry sales
had expanded to approximately $57 million , representing an increase
of more than 119% between 1970 and 1976.

PAR. 8. The market for finished insulin within the United States is
dominated by Lily. Only two firms , including Lilly, account for 100%
of total industry sales. Lilly alone accounted for more than 85% of total
industry sales during the period from 1970 through I976.

B. Industry Information

PAR. 9. A vital raw material in the production of finished insulin is
animal pancreas glands , derived as hy-products from meat slaughter-
houses. Unrefined insulin and other materials are extracted from these

glands in a form called "insulin salt cake." Insulin salt cake is then
purified into a precipitate referred to as " insulin crystals. " Insulin
crystals are combined with other substances to produce finished
insulin,

PAR. 10. Lily is the only firm in the United States finished insulin

industry that is fully integrated. Lily purchases animal pancreas
glands , extracts raw insulin from the glands in the form of insulin salt
cake, refines the salt cake into insulin crystals , produces finished
insulin from the crystals , and markets the finished insulin to hospitals
and pharmacies throughout the United States for usc hy diabetics.

PAR. 11. Lilly purchases its requirements of animal pancreas glands
from United States meat slaughterhouses either directly or through
collectors" or "brokers,

" "

Collectors" are firms that purchase glands
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from the slaughterhouses for their own accounts , trim and freeze the
glands , and then selI thcm to manufacturers , either directly or through
brokers. "Brokers " in contrast, are firms that simply arrange for the
purchase and/or sale of the glands at a commission.

III. JURISDICTION

PAR. 12. At all times relevant to this complaint, Lily has purchased
and offered to purchase animal pancreas glands from meat slaughter-
houses , eolIeetors and brokers located throughout the United States
and has sold , shipped and promoted its finished insulin products to
customers located throughout the United States. LilIy has thereby
engaged in or affected commerce as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended , 15 U. C. 44. Except to
the extent that competition has been hindered, restrained or frustrated
by the actS and practices alIeged below in this complaint, Lilly has been
and is in competition with other firms in the purchase of pancreas

glands within the United States and in the sale and distribution of
finished insulin within the United States.

A. Count I

PAR. 13. LilIy has monopoly power within the relevant market.
PAR. 14. LilIy has since at least 1952 directly and indirectly engaged

in acts, practices and methods of competition that, individualIy or
collectively, have wilfulIy maintained its monopoly power within the
relevant market and that have given it the power to inhibit, frustrate
and restrain actual and potential competition within the relevant

market.
Examples of such acts , practices and methods of competition include

but are not limited to , the folIowing:

(a) LilIy has conspired with other domestic and foreign companies
including certain eolIectors, brokers, and other manufacturers of
insulin , to:

(1) Allocate and control the meat slaughterhouses at which pancreas
glands are colIected within the United States;

(2) AlIocate and control the distribution of pancreas glands collected
within the United States;
(3) Suppress potential competition in the colIeetion of pancreas

glands within the United States through such acts, practices and
methods of competition as:
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(i) A concerted refusal to deal with collectors and brokers not privy
to the conspiracy (hereinafter "disfavored collectors and brokers

(ii) The inducement of refusals to deal with disfavored collectors and
brokers by their customers and suppliers;

(b) Lilly has acquired exclusive licenses within the United States 
certain key patents in the production of insulin products , including in
particular a. I952 exclusive patent 1icense from Novo Industri A/S, a
Danish insulin producer ("Novo ), that expressly precluded other

insu1in manufacturers from entering the United States finished. insu1in

market with certain key insulin products.

PAR. 15. The aforesaid acts, practices and methods of competition by
Lily have had , among others , the following effects:

(a) The discouragement of potential entry into the United States
finished insulin market, including, in particular, potential entry by:

(I) The insu1in manufacturers privy to the aforementioned conspira-
cy affecting the collection and distribution of pancreas glands within
the United States;

(2) The insulin manufacturers affected hy the aforementioned

exclusive patent licenses;
(3) Novo Industri A/S;

(b) The creation and maintenance of barriers to competition in the
United States finished insulin market through:

(1) Control of the pancreas glands needed to produce finished insulin
within the United States;

(2) Control of key patents significant to effective competition within
the United States finished insulin market.

PAR. I6. The aforesaid acts, practices and methods of competition
constituted and stil constitute unfair methods of competition and
unfair acts or practices in or affecting commerce in violation of Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 45.

B. Count II

PAR. 17. Lilly has since at least 1952 acquired patent rights under
exclusive patent licenses where the effect has bcen to tend to
substantially lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly,

within the relevant market.

An example of such acquisitions includes , but is not limited to, the 1952
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exclusive patent license from Novo Industri A/S referred to in
Parilgraph Fourteen (b), above.

PAR. IS. The aforesaid acquisitions by Lilly havc had , among others
the following effects:

(a) The diseouragemcnt of potential entry into the United
finished insulin market, including, in particular , entry by:

States

(1) The insulin manufacturers

exclusive patent licenses;
(2) Novo Industri A/S;

affected by the aforementioned

(b) The creation and maintenance of barriers to competition in the
United States finished insulin market through control of key patents.

PAR. 19. The aforcsaid acquisitions by Lilly constituted and still
constitute violations of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended , I5

C. IS , and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended , 15 U. C. 45.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having heen furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Chicago Regional Offiec

proposed. to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission , would charge rcspondent with violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Clayton Act; and

The respondent, its attorney, and counsel for the Commission having
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an
admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agrcement is for settement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has becn violated as alleged in
such complaint, and waivers and othcr provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that the rcspondent has

violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered thc comments
filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 2. , now in
further conformity with the procedurc prescribed in Section 2.34 of its
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Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint, makes the following
jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Eli Lilly and Company is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Indiana, with its principal executive offices located at 307

East McCarty St. , Indianapolis, Indiana.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding is
in the public interest. 

ORDER

DEFINITIONS

It is ordered That the following definitions shall apply in this order:

I. "Li1y" means respondent Eli Lily and Company, its subsidiaries
and its successors and assigns,

2. "Animal Insulin Products" means insulin extracted from animal
pancreas glands , including any and all stages of production (insulin salt
cake , insulin crystals and/or finished insulin).

3. "Other Insulin Products" means insulin produced hy chemical
synthesis, by microbes genetically manipulated using recombinant
DNA techniques , or by any other methods other than extraction from
animal pancreas glands.

4. "Existing Patents" means:

(a) United States and foreign patents owned by Li1y, or with respect
to which Lilly has the power to grant licenses or sub-licenses, as of the
date that the agreement containing this order is signed by Li1y, and

(b) Applications for United States and foreign patents , and any
patents which may issue on any such applications , which applications
are owned by Lilly, or with respect to which Li1y has the power to
grant licenses or sub- licenses, as of the date that the agreement
containing this order is signed by Li1y.

5. "Existing Know-How" means technical information, processes

and procedures , whether patented or unpatented, which are used by
Lilly in commercial production of Animal Insulin Products within the
United States as of the date that the agreement containing this order
is signed hy Lily. Lily s obligation to make certain of such know-how
available to licensees pursuant to this order may be met by (a)
providing such licensees with a written description of the licensed
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art to
understand and reproduce such know-

how, and (b) upon writtenrequest by a licensee
, additional1y providing written clarificationrespecting licensed know-

how to such licensee where such clarificationis reasonably necessary.
6. "Future Patents " means, United States patents (exclusive of

Existing Patents) issued within five (5) years after the date that the

agreement containing this order is signed by LiUy, which patents are
owned by Lil1y, or with respect to which 

Lily acquires the 
POwer to

grant licenses or sub-licenses.7. "Future Know-How" means technical information
, processes

and procedures (exclusive of Existing Know-
How), whether patentedor unpatented and including any United States patents which may

issue thereon, which relate to the production of Animal or Other
Insulin Products, and which Lil1y 

acquires from persons
, research

groups or companies other than Lily and Lily employees within five
(5) years after the date that the agreement 

containing this order issigned by Lily, and which are in writing and are known by Lily to
have been reduced to practice by Lilly or by the persons

, research
groups or companies from which the know-

how is acquired. Lilyobligation to make certain of such know-
how available to licenseespursuant to this order may be met by (a) providing such 

licensees witha written description of the licensed know-
how sufficient to enable onereasonably skiled in the art to understand and reproduce 

such know-how, and (b) upon written request by a licensee
, additional1y providingwritten clarification respecting licensed know-
how to such licenseewhere such clarification is reasonahly necessary.

8. "Patents Issuing on Future Applications
" means United Statespatents (exclusive of Existing or Future Patents) owned by Lily which

issue on applications filed within five (5) years after the 

date thatagreement containing this order is signed by LiUy, which applications
cover innovations developed by LiUy or LiUy employees.

9. "Reduced to practice" means demonstrated by actual use
, by

tests or by laboratory experiments as being workable for its intended
purpose.

10. "Domestic Company
" means any sole proprietorship, partner-ship, corporation or other business entity that is a United States citizen

and that is not owned or eontrol1ed by a business entity that is not 
United States citizen.

11. "Foreign Company
" means any 

sole proPrietorship, partner-,hip, corporation or other business entity that is 
not a United States,itizen, and any business entity that is a United States citizen but is
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owned or controlled by a business entity that is not a United States
citizen.

I2. "United States" means the United States of America, its
territories and possessions , and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

13. "The date that the agreement containing this order is signed by
Lily" means and is: May 30 , 11J79.

PRACTICES PROHIBITED

It is further ",dered That Lilly, and its directors , officers, agents
representatives and employees , directly or indirectly, or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device:

A. In connection with the purchase or sale of animal pancreas
glands used in the manufacture of Animal Insulin Products:

(1) Shall not participate in any agreement or conspiracy with any
manufacturer of any Anima1 Insulin Products or any buyer , broker or
collector of animal pancreas glands to allocate or control the meat
slaughterhouses within the United States from which animal pancreas
glands are or wil be obtained.

(2) Shall not participate in any agreement or conspiracy with any
manufacturer of any Animal Insulin Products or any buyer, broker or
collector of animal pancreas glands to allocate or divide animal
pancreas glands obtained from meat slaughterhouses within the
United States.

(3) Shall not participate in any agreement or conspiracy with any
manufacturer of any Animal Insulin Products or any buyer, broker or
collector of animal pancreas glands to suppress or limit actual or
potential compctition in the purchase or sale of animal pancreas glands
obtained from meat slaughterhouses within the United States by (a)
refusing to deal with any buyer, broker or collector of animal pancreas
glands collected within the United States, or (b) inducing any
manufacturer of any Animal Insulin Products, any buyer, broker or
collector of animal pancreas glands or any meat slaughterhouses
located within the United States, to refuse to deal with any buyer
broker or collector of animal pancreas glands collected within the
United States.

(4) Provided that nothing contained in Subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3)
above shall be construed to prevent Lily (a) from making purchases of
animal pancreas glands in the ordinary course of business from meat
slaughterhouses, collectors, brokers and other sellers of such glands
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, (b) from entering into supplycontracts "with meat slaughterhouses
, coHectors, brokers and otherseHers of glands located in the United States or elsewhere for

reasonable periods of time not to exceed thirteen (I3) months

, or (c)
from unilateraHy refusing to purchase animal pancreas glands which
do not meet LiHy s insulin yield or other quality standards

, which Lilydocs not need, or which are offered at a price unaccptable
. to Lily.B. ShaH not for a period of ten (10) years after the date that the

agreement containing this order is signed by Lily enter into or enforce
any provision in any license of any patent or know-

how respecting theproduction of any Animal or Other Insulin Products
, or any forms ofAnimal or Other Insulin Products

, which provision by its termsrestricts or prevents any other company from importing any Animal or
Other Insulin Products into

, or manufacturing any Animal or OtherInsulin Products within, the United States.

LICENSING OF EXISTING INSULIN PATENTS 

AN KNOW-HOW
It is further order That:
A. Upon written application , made within five (5) years after thedate that the agreement containing this order issigned by Lily, Lily

shaH grant to any Domestic Company that states in its application its
bona fide intention to engage in:

(a) the production of any Animal Insulin Products within the United
States for sale within the United States or export sale from the United
States, or

(b) the production ofany Animal Insulin Products outside the United
States for sale exclusively within the United States

a non-exclusive, royalty-free license to produce and seH Animal 
InsulinProducts under any part or aH

, as the applicant may request
, ExistingPatents and Existing Know-

How pertaining to the Animal InsulinProducts that the appli""nt states
. that it intends to produce. Eachsuehlicense granted pursuant to this Parag'aph III. A shan contain no time

limitation or other restriction or limitation whatsoever
, except thatsuch license:

(1) May limit the production and sale of Animal Insulin Products
produced using such licensed patents and know-

how to; productionwithin the United States for sale within the United States and export
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sale from the United States; and production outside the United States
for sale exclusively within the United States.

(2) May be nontransferable.
(3) May require the licensee to pay reasonahle expenses actualJy

incurred by Lily in administering the license and in making licensed

know-how and written clarifications of licensed know-how available to
the licensee (as provided in Paragraph 1.5 above).

(4) May require the licensee to hold know-how received pursuant to
the license confidential so long as such know-how is not otherwse in
the public domain and not to communicate such know-how to anyone
other than such governmental authorities as may be necessary to
permit the licensee to produce and market Animal Insulin Products
under the license.

(5) May make reasonable provision for cancelJation of the license
upon the licensee s failure to comply with the terms of the license.

(6) Provided that if Lily disputes the "bona fide" nature of the
applicant's stated intention to engage under the requested license in
the production or sale of Animal Insulin Products within the United
States, Lily shalJ , within thirty (30) days from the date the wrtten
application was received by Lily, submit to the Federal Trade
Commission a written statement setting forth in detail its reasons for
disputing the bona fide nature of such stated intention. The Commis-
sion may, at its election , request further information and itself
determine the issue of whether such stated intention is bona fide, in
which ease the Commission s determination shalJ be final and binding
upon both Lily and the applicant. If the Commission instead declines
to itself determine such issue, the applicant may, at its election, submit
the issue for settlement by arbitration, which arbitration shalJ be

conducted by and in accordance with the rules then effective of the
American Arbitration Association.

B. Upon written application, made within five (5) years after the
date that the agreement containing this order is signed by Lily, Lily
shall grant to any Foreign Company that states in its application its
bona fide intention to engage in the production of any Animal Insulin
Products within the United States for sale exclusively within the
United States, a non-exclusive, reasonable-royalty license to produce
and sen Animal Insulin Products under any part or alJ, as the applicant
may request, Existing Patents and Existing Know-How pertaining to
the Animal Insulin Products that the applicant states that it intends to
produce. Each such license granted pursuant to this Paragraph II1.B
shalJ contain no time limitation or other restriction or limitation
whatsoever, except that such license:
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A. For a period of five (5) years after the date that the agreement
containing this order is signed by Lily, and in all agreements or
licenses with other persons, research groups or companies other than
Lily, under which Lily acquires or contracts to acquire rights to
patents , applications or know-how respecting any Animal or Other
Insulin Products , Lily shall use its best efforts to have reasonable
language empowering Lily to grant the licenses contemplated by
Paragraph IV.B below included in such agreements or licenses.
B. Upon written application, made within five (5) years after the

date that the agreement containing this order is signed by Li1y, Lily
shall grant to any Domestic Company that states in its application its
bona fide intention to engage in the production of any Animal or Other
Insulin Products within the United States for sale exclusively within
the United States , a non-exclusive license to produce and sell Animal
or Other Insulin Products under any part or all , as the applicant may
request, of the following: Future Patents and Future Know-How
acquired by Lily from persons, research groups or companies other
than Lily and Lilly employees as of the date of such application for a
license , that pertain to the Animal or Other Insulin Products that the
applicant states that it intends to produce, and that Lily has the legal
capacity to license or sub-license as of the date of such application for a
license. Each such license granted pursuant to this Paragraph IV.
shall contain no time limitation or other restriction or limitation
whatsoever, except that such license:

(1) May limit the production and sale of Animal or Other Insulin
Products produced using such licensed patents and know-how to
production within the United States for sale exclusively within the
United States.

(2) May be nontransferable.
(3) May require the licensee to pay reasonable expenses actually

incurred by Lily in administering the license and in making licensed

know-how and written clarifications of licensed know-how available to
the licensee (as provided in Paragraph 1.7 above).

(4) May require the licensee to pay a reasonable pro rata share of the
amounts actually spent by Lily in acquiring, or financing the research
and development by such other persons, research groups or companies

, such licensed patents and know-how.
(5) May require the licensee to pay a royalty not to exceed the

royalty, if any, that Lily shall become obligated to pay such other
persons, research groups or companies respecting sales of licensed
products by the licensee.

(6) May make reasonable provision for periodic inspection of the
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books and records of the licensee by an independent auditor , or other
person acceptable to both Lily and the licensee , who shall report to
Lily only the amount of the royalty due and payable and no other

information.
(7) May require the licensee to hold know-how received pursuant to

the license confidential so long as such know-how is not otherwise in
the public domain and not to communicate such know-howtu anyone
other than such governmental authorities as may be necessary tu
permit the licensee to produce and market Animal or Other Insulin
Products under the license. 

(8) May make reasonable provision for cancellation of the license
upon the licensee s failure to comply with the terms of the license.

(9) May contain provisions that require the licensee to grant Lily, at

a reasonable, royalty, a reciprocal cross-license on a non-exclusive basis
with respect to any part or all, as Lily may request, rights under
United States patents issued and know-how reduced to practice
(including any United States patents which may issue on such know-
how), that pertain to Animal or Other Insulin Products, that are

acquired by the licensee from persons , research groups or companies
other than the licensee and the licensee s employees after the date that

the agreement containing this order is signed by Lilly, and that the
licensee has the legal capacity to license or sub-license as of the date of
its application to Lilly for a license under this Paragraph IV.E.

(10) Provided that if Lily disputes the "bona fide" nature of the

applicant's stated intention to engage under the requested license in
the production and sale of Animal or Other Insulin Products exclusive-
ly within the United States, Lily shall follow the procedure for

settling such disputes set forth in Subparagraph IILA.(6) above.

C. Upon written application , made within five (5) years after the
date that the agreement containing this order is signed by Lilly, Lilly

shall grant to any Domestic Company that states in its application its
bona fide intention to engage in the production of any Animal or Other
Insulin Products within the United States for sale exclusively within
the United States , a non-exclusive license to produce and sell Animal
or Other Insulin Products under any part or all , as the applieant may
request, of the following: Future Patents , and Patents Issuing on
Future Applications, covering innovations developed by Lilly or Lily
employees as of the date of such application for a license , that pertain
to the Animal or Other Insulin Products that the applicant states that
it intends to produce , and that Lily has the legal capacity to license as
of the date of such application for a license. Each such license granted
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pursuant to this Paragraph IV.C shall contain no time limitation or
other restriction or limitation whatsoever, except that such license;

(I) May limit the production and sale of Animal or Other Insulin
Products produced using such licensed patents to production within the
United States for sale exclusively within the United States.

(2) May he nontransferable.
(3) May require the licensee to pay reasonable expenses actually

incurred by Lily in administering the license. 
(4) May require the licensee to pay a reasonable royalty for such

licensed patents. Upon receipt of a written application for a license
pursuant to this Paragraph IV. , Lily shall advise the applicant, in
writing within thirty (30) days, of the royalty it deems reasonable for
the patents applied for, and, with respect to patents not yet issued

Lilly shall so advise the applicant within thirty (30) days of issue. If the
applicant and Lilly are unable to agree upon what constitutes a
reasonable royalty within ninety (90) days thereafter , the applicant
may, at its election , submit the issue of the royalty for settlement by
arbitration , which arhitration shall he conducted by and in accordance
with the rules then effective of the American Arbitration Association.

(5) May make reasonable provision for periodic inspection of the
books and records of the licensee by an independent auditor, or other
person acceptable to both Lilly and the licensee , who shall report to
Lilly only the amount of the royalty due and payable and no other
information,

(6) May make reasonable provision for cancellation of the license
upon the licensee s failure to comply with the terms of the license.

(7) May contain provisions that require the licensee to grant Lily, at

a reasonable royalty, a reciprocal cross-license on a non-exclusive basis
with respect to any part or all, as Lily may request, rights under
United States patents and United States patents which may issue on

United States patent applications, that issue on patent applications
filed after the date that the agreement containing this order is signed
by Lily, that pertain to Animal or Other Insulin Products, that cover
innovations developed by the licensee or the licensee s cmployees , and
that the licensee has the legal capacity to license as of the date of its
application to Lilly for a license under this Paragraph IV.

(8) Provided that if Lily disputes thc "bona fide" nature of the
applicant's stated intention to engage under the requested license in
the production and sale of Animal or Other Insulin Products exclusive-
ly within the United States, Lilly shall follow the procedure for
scttling such disputes set forth in Subparagraph III.A.(6) above.
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REPORTING PROVISIONS

It is further ordered That:

A. Within one hundred eighty (I80) days of the effective date of
this order, Lil1y shal1 submit in writing to the Federal Trade

Commission a report setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which it has complied with this order.

B. For a period of five (5) years after the effective date of this
order, Lily shal1 submit in writing to the Federal Trade Commission a
report concerning each instance in which a license is granted pursuant
to this order, which report shal1 identify the licensee and set forth in
detail all terms of the license. Such report shall be made within thirty
(30) days after the granting of the license.

C. For a period of five (5) years after the effective date of this
order, Lil1y shal1 submit in writing to the Federal Trade Commission a
report concerning each instance in which a license made pursuant to
this order is cancel1ed , or in which a request for a license under this
order is refused for reasons other than a dispute under Subparagraphs
II. (6), II.B.(8), IV.B.(10) or IV. (8) concerning the applicant'
bona fide intention , which report shal1 set forth in detail the reasons

for such cancel1ation or refusal. Such report shal1 be made within
thirty (30) days after such cancellation or refusal.

D. Lilly shall notify the Federal Trade Commission at least thirty
(30) days prior to any proposed change in Lily which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order, such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corpra-
tion, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries, or any other such

change.
E. Lilly shall forthwith distrihute a copy of this order to each of its

operating divisions concerned with the purchase or sale of animal
pancreas glands or with the licensing of patents or know-how.
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IN THE MA TIER OF

HERBERT R. GIBSON , SR. , ET AI..

FINAL ORDER, OPINION, ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 2 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND THE FEDERAL TRADE

COMMISSION ACT

Docket 9016, Complaint, Feb. 2.', 1975* Final Ortkr, Aprl 30, 1980

This order requires , among other things, a Dalla.q, Texas retailer of sundry items , to
cease coercing, intimidating, boycotting or taking other action agdinst suppliers

because they do not appear in the Gibson Trade Shows; further, the order
prohibits certain Gibson officials and corporations from recciving brokerage
commissions from a supplier while acting as a buyer for Gibson retail stores.

Appearances

For the Commission: Andre Trawik, Jr.
Brookshire and Juliam V. Buenger.

For the respondents: Bardwell D. Odum Dallas, Tex. John M.
Gillis, Gillis , Rogers Taylor Dallas, Tex. Robert E. Rader, Jr.
McCarty Wilson Ennis, Tex. and Robert W. St.eele and J. Wallace
Adair, Howrey Simon Washington , D.

Robert G. Boomer, J.

INITIAL DECISION BY THEODOR P. VON BRAND , ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE

FEBRUARY 26, I979

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

(2JThe complaint charges that the individual or "Gibson family
respondents, Herbert R. Gibson, Sr., Herbert R. Gibson, Jr., Gerald
Gibson and Belva Gihson , and the "Gibson corporate respondents
Gibsons Inc. , Gibson Discount Ccnters, Inc. , Ideal Travel Agency, Inc.
Gibson Warehouse , Inc. and Gibson Products Co. , Inc. , have violated
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act and Section 2(e) of the
Clayton Act as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act.
The charges against Al Cohen Associates, Inc. , Progressive Broker-

age, Inc. and Barshell Inc.' are confined to allegations that these
respondents violated Section 2(c) of the Robinson-Patman Act.

The complaint alleges that the Gibson family respondents have been

. Report in 87 C. 1389 as to an paries.
I The Commission , by order date June 17, 1976, acpte a consnt settlement negotiate with repondents

Progr ive Brokerage, Inc. and Barshell , Inc.

324-971 0- 81- 36 QL3
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engaged in the operation and control of a number of retail stores
referred to in the complaint as "Gibson family-owned stores." Such
stores , it is alleged, resell sundry types of products to the consuming
public , including, but not limited to, soft goods , beauty aids, health
supplies, automotive supplies, housewares, toys and hardware. The
complaint further alleges that individual respondent Herbert 
Gibson , Sr. doing business as "Gibson Products Company" and "The
Gibson Trade Show " together with or acting through respondent

Gibson Products Co" Inc" sells or grants license or franchise agree-
ments permitting individuals or corporations to use various Gibson
trademarks , service marks and trade names, such as "Gibsons
Gibsons Products Company," or "Gibson Discount Centers " in the

operation of retail stores ("Gihson franchised stores ). It is further
alleged that respondent Herbert R. Gibson , Sr. , together with or acting
through respondent Gibson Products Co., Inc. , conducts trade shows
for or attended by the various Gibson family or franchised stores.
The Section 5 charges against the Gibson family and corporate

respondents arc in two counts.
Count I alleges that, acting individually or in concert, the Gibson

family and corporate respondents , in connection with the operation of
the trade shows , have knowingly induced and received or received
payments from suppliers as compensation or in consideration for
services or facilities furnished by or through said respondents in
connection with said respondents offering for sale , selling, soliciting,
handling or arranging for the sale of products to Gibson family-owned
stores and the Gibson franchise stores or resale thereof. (3)

Count I charges that the Gibson family and corporate respondents

induced from most of their suppliers one or more of the following
payments or considerations:

I. Payment for booth rentals;
2. Payment for services in connection with booth rental , including,

but not limited to , electrical contracts or services and furnishings;
3. Payment for advertising in a booklet or a tabloid which was

circulated among persons attending the Gibson Trade Show;
4. Special trade show prices on one or more of the suppliers

products offered for sale at the Gibson Trade Show;
5. Provision of personnel to prepare and attend the booth through-

out the time the Gibson Trade Show was open;
6. Special billing terms on sales made at the Gibson Trade Show;

and
7. Special allowances on all sales made at the Gibson Trade Show

calculated from a predetermined percentage of all such sales.
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The complaint also alleges thaf respondents, pursuant to the
operation of the trade show, have knowingly induced and received or
received from suppliers the furnishing of services or facilities in
connection with the selling, offering for sale , soliciting, handling, or
arranging for the sale of products sold to Gibson family-owned stores
and Gibson franchised stores or the resale thereof.

Count I charges that many suppliers participating in the Gibson
Trade Show did not offer or otherwise make available to all of their
customers competing with respondents in the sale and distribution of
their respective products such payments , allowances , services, fac11ities

or other things of value on proportionally equal terms. According to
Count I , the Gibson family and corporate respondents knew or should
have known that such payments or services were not offered or
otherwise made available on proportionally equal terms to an other
customers of such suppliers who competed with respondents. (4)

Count I , in short, alleges that respondents have induced and received
or received promotional payments or services contrary to the policy of
Sections 2(d) and 2(e) of the Robinson-Patman Act.
Count II of the complaint alleges that the Gibson family and

corporate respondents, pursuant to combination , agreement, under-
standing or conspiracy with all or some of the Gibson family-owned
stores and Gibson franchise stores, pursued a course of conduct
eliminating or boycotting suppliers who did not grant all or some of the
special allowances during or incident to the Gibson Trade Show as set
forth in Count I of the complaint.

Count III charges that the Gibson family and corporate respondents

have utilized the services of various manufacturers ' representatives
and brokers , such as respondents Progressive Brokerage , Inc. , Harshell
Inc. and Al Cohen Associates , Inc. , who performed services for Gibson
family respondents and corporate respondents by:

1. Furnishing information concerning market conditions;
2, Maintaining contact with various sellers;
3. Inspecting and selecting specified qualities and quantities of

sundry products; and
4. Negotiating purchases of said products.

These services, the complaint alleges, were performed by such

manufacturers ' representatives or brokers as agents or representatives
of the Gibson respondents and under their direct or indirect control.
Count III charges the Gibson respondents with accepting or receiving,
and the broker respondents with paying or granting, commissions

brokerage or other compensation , in lieu thereof, in violation of Section
2(c) of the Robinson-Patman Act.
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After extensive hearings, the record closed on November 10, I978.

This matter is now before the undersigned for decision based on the
allegations of the complaint, the answers , the cvidenee of record and
the proposed findings of fact, conclusions and hriefs filed by the
parties. All proposed findings of fact, conclusions and arguments not
specifically found or accepted herein are rejected. The undersigned
having (5Jeonsidered the entire record and the contentions of the

parties, makes the following findings of fact and conclusions, and
issues the orders set out herein.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Respondents ' Identity, Organization , Structure, and Business

Identity of Respondents and Their Related Businesses

1. Respondent H.R. Gibson , Sr. (Gibson , Sr. ) is an individual who, in
the period 1969 to November 1, 1972, operated and had a financial
interest in retail stores operating under various trade names such as
Gibson Discount Centers (Findings 5 , 6).

The first Gibson Discount Center was founded by H. R. Gibson , Sr.

and his wife Bclva Gibson in Abilene, Texas in 1958 (CX 1329 Store
Directory January-December 1973; Gibson , Sr. 5175).
2. The Gibson Discount Centers are retail discount stores selling to

the general public (Moland 3543). Gibson Discount Centers, in the
period 1969 to 1975, generally sold hard and soft goods, including

beauty aids, health supplies , automotive supplies , housewares , toys and
hardware (Gerald Gibson 494I-42).

3. Concurrently, in the period 1969 to November I , 1972, Gibson , Sr.
operated the Gibson Trade Show and licensed various franchisees to
use Gihson trade names in their operation of retail stores (Gerald
Gihson 4885; Findings 4 , 25 , 44).
4. Gibson , Sr. , in the period 1969 to October 3I , 1972, did business

under the trade or "d/b/a" name of Gibson Products Company (Gerald
Gibson 4784 '4856). He used the Gibson Products Company trade name
while doing business in his individual capacity in conducting the trade
show and licensing others to utilize Gibson trade names in their retail
store operations (CX 1059, 1061 , 1063, 1065, I069, 1071, 1040A-

Gerald Gibson 4784, 4856; Gibson , Sr. 7222).
5. Gibson , Sr. and his wife , respondent Belva Gibson , in the period

1969 to October 31 , 1972 , were majority stockholders in the following
corporations owning and operating retail discount stores under the
Gibson name (Gibson , Sr. 5299; Stipulation April 13, 1978):
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Gibson Products Company, Inc.
Gibson Products of Abilene
Gibson Products Co. , Inc.
Gihson Products of Big Spring (6)
Gibson Products Co. , Inc. of Lubbock
Gibson Products Co. , Inc. (a Wyoming corporation)
Gibson s Discount Centers, Inc.

In the period 1969 through October 31 , I972 H.R. Gibson, Sr. and
Belva Gibson also had a minority interest in certain other corporations
operating retail stores under the Gibson name (Gibson, Sr. 5567-68).
They had a minority interest in the stores at Shreveport, Louisiana
Bruton Terrace in Dallas , Texas , Hobbs , New Mexico and some other
locations (Gibson , Sr. 5568).
6. Gibson , Sr. hired the store managers of those stores in which he

had a majority interest. His overriding concern was with their overall
profitability (Gibson , Sr. 52I9.- , 5583), as is evident in the following
statement: "My main thing that I watched for all the time is to see
that the store was making money" (Tr. 5583). Although day to day
operating decisions were left to the store managers , Gibson , Sr. was
actively involved in the operation of these stores. As he stated:

The policy decisions that I made was pertaining to the financial affairs of the store.

What I wanted was a store that would make money.

They would furnish me with the financial statements of the store. Anytime they
didn t make money, I had to do something about it. Might get a new manager I would try
to get the store to making money. That was my policy decisions (Tr. 5573).

7. Respondent Gerald Gibson is the son of H.R. Gibson , Sr. In the
period 1969 to 1972, he owned Gibson Products Company of Paris, Inc.
Gibson Products Company of Shreveport, Inc. and Gibson Products
Company of Bruton Terrace , Ine" as well as a minority interest in
Gibson Products Company of Garland , Inc. , Gibson Products Company
of Puebio, Inc. and Gibson Products Company of Temple, Inc. These
corporations operated retail stores at the locations indicated (Gerald
Gibson 4845; Tr. 5050-5I). (7)

Gerald Gibson , in the same period , also had an advertising business

2 During the period 1969 to November 1, 1972, H.R. Gibon , Sr. ILnd Belva Gibsn (individulLlly and/or collectively)
owned in excess of 50% of the stok of the above eorprationB uBing the Gibsn name. And , during the period 1971 to
November 1 , 1972 , GibBon B Di!\unt Centers, Inc. owned al! of n.R. Gibson , Sr.'B and Belva Gibsn s shar in the
companies \iste above.
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which he operated as a proprietorship or "d/b/a operation" under the
name G&G Advertising Agency3 (Gerald Gibson 486-8).
8. Respondent H.R. Gibson, Jr. is the son of Gibson, Sr. In the

period 1969 to November 1, 1972, he was in the retail business and

owned the majority of the stock in corporations operating retail stores
under the trade name of Gibson s Discount Centers in Hutchinson
Kansas and San Antonio, Texas. In the same period, he owned some
stock in corporations operating Gibson retail stores in Pueblo, Colora-

, Richardson , Texas , Temple , Texas , Bruton Road in Dallas, Texas , as

well as PIano and Fort Worth, Texas (H.R. Gibson , Jr. 5626, 5677, 5678-

5679).
9, As a general rule , with some exceptions , the Gibson stores are

separately incorporated (Gerald Gibson 5076). The corporate name of
such corporations is frequently "Gibson Products Company" with the
town where the store is located included in the corporate name
Gibson Products Co. , Inc. of Lubhock" (Gerald Gibson 4799; JR 20 pp.

4-5; Stipulation April 13 , I978).
10. In 1971 , the Gibson stores owned by Gibson, Sr. , his sons and

other Gibson franchisees collectively did approximately $1.6 bilion of
business (Gibson , Sr. 5529).

11. The stock of the corporate respondents and certain other

corporations engaged in retailing was closcly held , in the period 1969 to
October 31 , 1972, by members of the Gibson family. Control over the
respondent corporations and some of the retail corporations resided
primarily in those members of the Gibson family who are individual
respondents herein.

I2. In the period 1969 to October 31, 1972, there was extensive

overlap in the directors and officers of the corporate respondents , as

well as certain other corporations which operated Gibson retail stores.
The overlap resulted from the offices held by the individual respon-
dents:' (8)

J Varous Gihsn 8t.re, in the period 1969 to 197:1, use the oorvce of G&G AdveMising. This was tre of the

ma.jority of the Gibson store in Texas (Gerald Gibsn 48748). Gerald Gibsn and hiB brother, H.R. Gibsn , Jr. , a. one

part of G&G's bU5ines. , also prepare a tabloid (Gerald Gibsn 489). G&G Advertising stoppe doing busines about
1974 (Gerold Gibsn 48).

. The chart iR prepare from Appendix A.
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(11)I3. Respondent Gibson Products Company, Inc. is a Texas
corporation , formed on or about January 28 , I936 (CX 5). Its principal
place of business since 1975 has been Ft. Worth, Texas, where it
operates a retail discount center (Gerald Gibson 4695). Prior to 1975 , its
principal place of business was I22 E. Ledbetter St. , Dallas, Texas
where it also operated a retail discount center (JR I2, Gerald Gibson
4695-96. ' See also Gibson , Sr. 5162, 5187, 5381). 

14. Respondent Idcal Travel Agency, Inc. , formerly Gibson Travel
Service , Inc. , is a Texas corporation , formed on or about April 23 , 1962
(CX 3). .Ideal' s office was located at 519 Gibson St. , Seagovile, Texas
(Leverett 3790). In the period 1969 to November 1 , I972, Ideal operated
as a travel agency and worked with the Gibson Trade Show, often
collecting booth fees as the agent of H.R. Gibson , Sr. (H.R. Gibson, Jr.
5636-7, 5659-60; Gerald Gibson 4865-66). Ideal, in that period, also
received some show fees from suppliers participating in the Gibson
Trade Show (Gibson , Sr. 5193-94). It is now dissolved (H.R. Gibson , Jr.
5736-7; Gerald Gibson 4704).

15. Respondent Gibson Warehouse , Inc. is a Texas corporation
formed on or about May 28, 1962 (CX 4). Its function was to warehouse
and resell merchandise. It is now dissolved (H.R. Gibson, Jr. 5637-38).
I6. Respondent Gibson Discount Centers, Inc. is a corporation

organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Texas (CX 2). It was incorporated on or about Octoher
, 1969 (CX 2). The principal place of business of Gibson Discount

Centers , Inc. is 519 Gibson St., Seagovile, Texas (CX 44). Gibson
Discount Centers, Inc. originally functioned as a holding company to
hold the assets of H.R. Gibson, Sr. and Belva Gibson (Gerald Gibson
5119; Gibson , Jr. 5632). It was formed by Gibson, Sr. to get out of the
retail business (H.R. Gibson, Jr. 5626-28). It is eurrcntly a wholly-
owncd subsidiary of Gihsons, Inc. (Finding 28).

17. Respondent Gibsons, Inc. is a corporation organized , existing
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Texas. It was formed on or about October 25 , 1972 (CX I). Its principal
place of business is 519 Gibson St. , Seagovile , Texas (Gerald Gibson
4690). Gerald and Herbert Gibson , Jr. formed Gibsons , Inc. in order to
buyout their father s retail business and to put the corporations and
interests owned by them together into one company (Gerald Gibson
5051-52; H.R. Gibson , Jr. 5680). (12)

18. Gibson Distributors, Inc. is a wholly wned subsidiary of
Gibsons, Inc. It opened for business in 1975, and buys, sells and
warehouses merchandise (Findings 28 , 35 , 36 , 55).

5 The Dalla.store on Lebetter Street WWj c!oo in 1973 or 1974 ( rald Gibsn 4696).
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19, Dixie Laboratories, Ine, conducts respondents ' mam.ifacturing
business , which includes the manufacture of health and beauty aids
(RR. Gibson , Jr. 5692). Dixie Laboratories, which sold to Gibson and
non-Gibson stores , also sold private label goods under the Gibson brand
(Gerald Gibson 4871).

20. Rack Suppliers , Inc. is a Texas corporation engaged in the
business of purchasing and reselling phonograph records, tapes and
related products (Gibson , Sr. 5215). It is a whollY-Dwned subsidiary of
Gibsons, Inc. (H.R. Gibson, Jr. 5667). 
21. Gihson Data Processing Service , which has its principal 6ffiee

and business location at SeagoviBe, Texas (H.R. Gibson, Jr. 5724), is
now, and for some time past has been, engaged in performing

accounting functions for various Gibson retai1 stores (Gerald Gibson
4878).
22. Gibson Discount Printing was located in the warehouse at

respondents ' Seagoville complex (Gerald Gibson 4876). In the period
1969 to 1974, it printed show sheets for Gibson , Sr.'s trade show (Gerald
Gibson 4877).
23. Gibson Development Corporation is now , and for some time

past has been, engaged in the business of a holding corporation for

various tracts of land (Gerald Gibson 4885; Gibson , Sr. 5215).

24. Respondent Al Cohen Associates , Inc. is a corporation engaged
in the business of providing sales representation to manufacturers

(Finding 425).

B. Divestiture of Retail Assets by H.R. Gibson, Sr. and Belva
Gibson to H.R. Gibson , Jr. and Gerald Gibson

25. On November 1 , 1972, H.R. Gibson , Jr. and Gerald Gibson
purchased all or most of Gihson, Sr.'s retail store holdings (H. R. Gibson
Jr. 564). The transfer of such assets to Gerald and H.R. Gibson , Jr.
was accomplished by a sale of Gibson Discount Centers , Inc.'s stock to
Gibsons, Inc. (H.R. Gibson , Jr. 5667; Gerald Gibson 5052, 5119). The
effective date of this stock transfer was November 1, 1972 (H.
Gibson , Jr. 5680 1).

R. Gibson, Jr. also purchased the assumed name , Gibson Products
Company, from his father on November 1 , 1972 (H.R. Gibson, Jr. 5702-
A). H.R. Gibson, Sr. notified franchisees (13JIicensed to use Gibson
trade names in the operation of retai1 stores that, as of October 31
1972, such franchise agreements were cancelled and further operation
under the Gibson name would have to be arranged with the new owner
of such trade names, Gibson Discount Centers, Inc. , through its
president, H.R. Gibson , Jr. (SR 156, McCrea 68I6).

The sale of the retail assets by Belva Gibson and Gibson, Sr. to their
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sons was publicized and announced at a banquet attended by manufac-
turers, manufacturers ' representatives and Gibson franchisees (Gerald
Gibson 5085; Levitt 1971-72; Hardiman 7872).

Respondents ' Operations after October 31 , 1972

26. H.R. Gibson, Sr. , on November 1 1972 , registered the name The
Gibson Trade Show as a "d/b/a." This name was not registered prior to
November 1 , I972 (Gibson , Sr. 5216). He continued to operate the trade
show after Octoher 31 , 1972 (Gerald Gibson 4885-6) under the name
The Gibson Trade Show.
27. The organization of Gibsons , Inc. , beginning in November 1972

was completed in 1976 (Gibsons , Inc. Annual Report 1976; JR 20 p.2).
The voting stock in Gibsons, Inc. has always been in the hands of

Herbert Gibson , Jr. and Gerald Gibson. Gibson , Sr. has never owned
any voting stock in Gibsons , Inc. , nor has he been an officer or director
of that company (CX 1 , 985 , 1271-73; Gerald Gibson 5078). The

record shows no management control by Gibson, Sr. over Gibsons , Inc.
(Banks 7786; Cheek 7770).

In the period November 1, 1972 through 1975 , 100% of the voting
stock of Gibsons, Inc. was owned by H.R. Gibson , Jr. and Gerald P.
Gibson. During that period , Gibsons , Inc. , in turn, whollY-Dwned Ideal
Travel Agency, Inc. , Gibson Discount Centers, Ine" Gibson Warehouse
Inc. and Gibson Products Company, Inc. of I22 E. Ledbetter St.
Dallas, Texas (H.R. Gibson , Jr. 5736-7 , 5739-40; JR I2 See Appendix
B). Gibsons , Inc. owned Gibson Warehouse, Inc. and Ideal Travel
Agency, Inc. until the two companies were dissolved (Gerald Gibson
5053; JR 12).

R. Gibson , Jr. and Gerald Gibson currently own 100% of the voting
stock in Gibsons, Inc. (JR 12), with each owning 50% of such stock
(Gerald Gibson 5078). And, Gibsons , Inc. continues to he a holding
company for the stock of other corporations (H.R. Gibson, Jr. 5667).
Gibsons , Inc. is in the retailing, manufacturing and real estate business
(H.R. Gibson , Jr. 5667-68). Its principal business is the operation and
licensing of retail department discount stores (JR 20 p. 3). (14)
28. At present, the subsidiaries of Gibson , Inc. are Gibson Distribu-

tors, Inc., Gibson Discount Centers, Inc. , Dixie Laboratories, Inc.
Gihson Print Shop Office Supply, Inc. , Rack Supply, Inc. and Gibson
Data Processing Service (Gerald Gibson 4972). Currently, the various
stores in which Gerald and Herbert Gibson, Jr. have an ownership
interest are held through Gibson s Discount Centers, Inc. (Gerald

Gibson 4972-73).
As of December 31, 1976, the active divisions and corporations

comprising Gihsons, Inc. were the following:
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GIBSONS INC. (The Parent Company)

Franchising Division
(Not incorporated-all franchise operations)

Dixie Laboratories
(Corporation Mfg. and Sales of Health and Beauty Aids)

Rack Suppliers , Inc.
(Distributor of Records and Tapes)

Gibson Printing and Office Supply Inc.

Equity Development Corporation
(Real Estate)

Gibson Development Corporation
(Real Estate)

Gibson Distributors Inc.

(Warehouse and Distribution)

Gibson s Discount Centers, Inc.
(Parent Company for retail store operations) (JR 20).

29. Gibson s Discount Centers operate in 29 states. As of December
, 1976, Gibsons , Inc. operated 43 stores through its subsidiary,

Gibson s Discount Centers, Inc. In addition , 614 licensed stores were
operated under the Gibson trade name. Such licensees pay a monthly
fee for use of the Gibson trade name (JR 20 p. 3 , Gibsons Inc. Annual
Report I976).
30. In I975, Gibsons, Inc. and its subsidiaries had assets of

$63 908 000; the corresponding figure for 1974 was $54 588 000 (JR 20
p. 8). The consolidated net sales in 1975 and 1974 were , respectively,
$135 730 040 and $127 831 833 (JR 18).
31. Gibson s Discount Centers , Inc" as a subsidiary of Gibsons , Inc"

now has all the retailing business as well as the franchise business
(H. R. Gibson , Sr. 5692). H.R. Gibson , Jr. and Gerald Gibson own all the
stock in Gibson s Discount Centers , Inc. through the parent company
(H.R. Gibson , Jr. 5691). All of the various corporation that own or
operate stores are held , in turn, by Gibson s Discount Centers, Inc,
(Gerald Gibson 4972). (I5)
32. Gihson s Discount Centers , Inc. has licensed the use of the

Gibson trade names since November 1 , 1972. H.R. Gibson , Jr. signs all
licensing agleements (H.R. Gibson , Jr. 5668).
33. In I974 and 1975 , the approximate sales volume of stores whose
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stock was held wholly or in part by Gibson s Discount Centers , Inc. was
approximately $115 to $I20 million (Gerald Gibson 5022). The pertinent
figure for 1976 was $117 milion and, for 1977, about $110 million
(Gerald Gibson 5023). In 1976, there were about 43 stores in this
category, while in I975 and 1974 , the figure was 44 (Gerald Gibson
5023).

34. The retail operations controlled by Gibson s Discount Centers
Inc. consist of the following:

UNINCORPORATED DIVISIONS

Gibson s Discount Center
Gibson s Discount Center
Gibson s Discount Center
Gibson s Discount Center
Gibson s Discount Center

(841 Judge Ely Blvd.

Plainview , Texas
Ponea City, Oklahoma
Amarillo, Texas
Sulphur Springs , Texas
Ahilene , Texas

MULTI-STORE CORPORATIONS:

Gibson s Discount Centers , Inc. (A New Mexico Corporation)
Gibson s Discount Center - Portales, New Mexico
Gibson s Discount Center -Clovis , New Mexico

Gibson Products Co. of Hohbs , Inc.
Gibson s Discount Center -Hobbs , New Mexico
Gibson s Discount Center -Lovingtn, New Mexico

Gibson Products Co. , Inc. of Luhbock
Gibson s Discount Center -909 50th Street
Gibson s Discount Center -5005 Slide Road
Gibson s Building Supply -3117 Avenue H

Gibson Discount Centers of Roswell , Inc.
Gibson s Discount Center -2800 North Main Street
Gibson s Discount Center - 110 West McGaffey

Gibson Products , of Shreveport, Inc.
Gibson s Discount Center -3707 Greenwood Road
Gibson s Discount Center -2600 Waggoner

Gibson Products , Inc. of Temple , Texas
Gibson Discount Center - Temple , Texas
Gibson s Discount Center - Terrell , Texas

Gihson s Discount Center -Waxahachie , Texas rIG)
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Gibson Products Co. , Inc. (a Wyoming Corporation)
Gibson s Discount Center - 600 East Carlson

Cheyenne, Wy.

Gibson s Discount Center -2717 East Lincolnway,
Cheyenne , Wy.

Gibson s Discount Center -Laramie , Wy.

Greeley Gibson Products Co. , Inc.
Gibson s Discount Center -Greeley, Colo.
Gibson s Discount Center -Longmont , Colo.

Gibson Products of San Antonio , Inc.
Gibson s Discount Center - 2627 S.W. MiJitary Pkwy.
Gibson s Discount Center -1331 Bandera

SINGLE STORE CORPORATIONS

Gibson Products Company of Abilene (2550 Barrow Street)
Gibson Products Company, Inc. of North AbiJene (3202 N.

First Street)
Gibson Products Co. of Albany, Inc.
Gibson Products of Batesvi1e , Inc.
Gibson Products Co. Inc. of Big Springs
Gibson Products Company, Inc. of Bruton Terrace (Dallas)
Gibson s Fort Worth South , Inc. (5701 Crowley Rd.
Gihson Products Inc. of Garland
Gibson Products Company, Inc. (Haltom City)
Gibson Products Company, Inc. of Hutchinson (Ks.
Gibson Products Company of Newton , Inc. (Ks.
Gibson Products Co. , Inc. of Paris (Greenvi1e , Tx.

Gibson Products Company, Inc. of PIano , Tx.

Gibson Products Co. Inc. of Pueblo
Gihson Products Inc. of Richardson , Tx.
Gibson Products Company, Inc. of Western Hi1s (790I

Highway 80 West, Ft. Worth , Tx.

Gibson Products Company, Inc. of North San Antonio (JR 20

pp.

4-5).

35. Gibson Distributors , Inc. is engaged in the buying and selling of
merchandise. It opened for business in 1975 , and since that time has
been a subsidiary of Gibsons , Inc. (Gerald Gibson 5005-6). Gihson

Distribuiors, Inc. resells merchandise mainly to Gibson s Discount

Centers and some garden centers. There may have been a few sales to
other companies (Gerald Gibson 5006).
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36. Before November 1 , 1972 , the purchasing decisions of the stores
currently controlled by Gibsons, Inc. or Gibson s Discount Centers, Inc.
were made at the store level by the store manager (Gerald Gibson
5053-56; H.R. Gibson, Jr. 5680-81). After (I7Jthat date, buying
decisions for those stores were centralized in Gibson Distributors , Inc.
(Gerald Gibson 5062-63; H.R. Gibson , Jr. 5761; Skelly 7932-3).

Gihson Distributors , Inc. has made purchases from the lines repre-
sented by the Gibson Trade Show for the forty-two stores under the
ownership of H.R. Gibson , Jr. and Gerald Gibson as well as purchases
from other lines (Skelly 7951). Gibson Distributors , Inc. is listed as a
customer of the Gibson Trade Show in the Gibson Trade Show
Customer Information List , 1975 edition , puhlished by Gibson , Sr. (CX
1330 p. 28).

Respondents ' Store Directories

37. In the period 1969 to 1975 , respondents prepared store directo-
ries containing a listing of the various stores operating under one of
the Gihson trade names (H. R. Gibson , Jr. 5708). Prior to November 1
1972, the directories were published by H.R. Gibson, Sr. in his capacity
as franchisor of various persons and entities licensed to use the Gibson
name. After that date, they were published by Gibson s Discount

Centers , Ine, which, since that time , has taken over the licensing of
such stores (H.R. Gibson , Jr. 5708 , 5711).
38. Respondents mailed store directories to manufacturers and to

retailer customers of the Gibson Trade Show (Gibson, Sr. 5257-58;

Gerald Gibson 5084). And, they were available in the Gibson Trade
Show (Regeon 6664- 66; B. Bradsby 6803). The purpose of such store
directories was to enable manufacturers and/or other retailers to
determine the proper person to contact in a particular store on matters
such as bils (Gerald Gibson 4803-4).
39. The record contains CX 41, 1327 and 1328 , which are store

directories published in 1970 and 1971 by H.R. Gihson , Sr. while doing
business under the Gibson Products Company trade name.6 All three
directories represented under the main heading, "Seagoville Execu-
tives " that H.R. Gibson, Sr. was Chairman of the Board , Mrs. H.
Gibson , Sr. was Secretary, H.R. Gibson , Jr. was President and Gerald
Gibson was Executive-Vice President of Gibson Products Company. A
number of individuals were listed as home office personnel of the
Gibson Products Company under the heading, "Home Office." And
trade show personnel were listed with the lines for which they were
responsible under the heading, "Buyers.

6 ex 41 is the Store Diretory for July-Decmber 1970; ex 1327 is the Store Diretory for Januar-Decmber
1971; and , ex 1328 is the Store Diretory for July-Dcrmbcr 1971 ( Appendix e and Dj.
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The cover page on CX 1327, the store directory for January"

Dceember 1971 , shows the following: (I8)

STORE DIRECTORY
JANUARY DECE.UBER
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GIBSN PRODUCT COMPANY
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A.IC 214 287-2570

(19)CX 1327 represents the following under the headings

, "

Seago,
vile Executives

" "

Home Office" and "Buyers (20)

324 971 0-81- 37: QL3
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directories under the headings

, "

agovilfe Executives

" "

Home or=-
fice" and "Buyers " represented that the various individual and
corporate respondents operated as one entity under the umbrella of

Gibson Products Company. " Listing the trade show personnel as

Buyers" in the store directories , which contained a complete listing of
Gibson stores , also created the net impression that the Gibson Trade
Show and the retail stores constituted an integrated operation.
41. Through the store directories in 1970 and I971 , the individual

respondents, H.R. Gibson, Sr. , Belva Gibson , Gerald Gibson and H.
Gibson , Jr., represented that the individuals listed under "Home
Office" and as " Buyers" of Gibson Products Company were under their
control and acted in behalf of the individual respondents in their
capacity as "Seagovile Executives. "B The publications were dissemi-
nated to stores operating under the Gibson name and suppliers of the
trade show alike (Finding 38). As a result, the trade show buyers in
their dealings with suppliers and stores operating under the Gibson
name acted under the apparent authority of the four individual
respondents (see also Appendix C and D). (24)
42. The 1973 store directory published by Gibson s Discount

Centers , Inc. (Finding 37) has the fol1owing legend on its first page:

7 It is true that Gibsn Products Co. was Gibsn, Sr.'s trae name , under which he did busines , and not a
corpration. Nevertheless, the explanation that such reprentations were an errr for which the repondents ar not
responsible is not persulIive (Gibsn , Sr. 525, 537678 , 5.'199-.'602 , 562.03. Se also Gerald Gibsn 47R390). It is
improbable that, with thre store diretories in the spne of two year making esntia!ly the same reprentations
respondents did not intend that such r"prentations be made. There is no evidence in this rerd that any repondents
made any statements to the trade retratin the repre3Cntalions which it is asrt were made in errr. CX 1377 and
1406 , stationary used by Giboon , Sr. and Belva Gibson with tile letterhead "Home Office Gibsn Proucts Company,
519 Gibson Stret, Seovile , TcxlI 75159 " further indicate that the reprentatiOIl in the store diretories did not
result from error. In this regard , se also ex 1329 , showing that, in 1973 , the store ditory for that year contained
the legend

, "

Store Diretory. . . . Gibson Proucts Company. . . . :' followed immediately with photo phs of H.
Gibson , Jr. and Gerald Gibson captioned "President" and "Executive Vice Prident " repetively (Se Finding 42).

The identical representations in thre store diretories in a two year period compels the inference that they were
made with the knowledge and consent of the four individual rcpondents.
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The page containing this legend is immediately followed with the
pictures of Gibson , Sr.'s sons and the following captions " II,R. GIBSON

JR. PRESIDENT" and "GERALD P, GIBSON EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT" (CX
1329).
43. A 1975 store directory, published by Gibson s Discount Centers

Inc., represented that H.R. Gibson, Sr. and Belva Gibson were
Founders .- Now Retired" of that corporation (CX 44).

E. The Franchise Operation

44. H.R. Gibson, Sr. licensed persons and firms to use various
Gibson trade names in the operation of retail stores in his individual
capacity while doing business under the name Gibson Products
Company in the period 1969 to October 31 , 1972 (Findings 3 , 4 , 25). The
licensing or franchising operation was taken over by Gibson Discount
Centers , Inc. (" GDCI") on November 1 , 1972. GDCI is a whollY-Dwned
subsidiary of Gibsons , Inc. ; its voting stock is controlled 100% by H.
Gibson , Jr. and Gerald Gihson , the sons of Gibson, Sr. (Findings 25 , 27

32). (25)
45. The registered trade names which Gibson s Discount Centers

Inc. licenses for use are Gibson Discount Centers and Gibson Products
Company (RR. Gibson , Jr. 5696-97).
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46. There are in excess of IOcr or I50enlities who own eithera
single Gihson store or a group of such stores (Gerald Gibson 5076-77).

Certain store owners control more stores under the Gibson name than
either Gerald Gibson or Herbert Gibson , Jr. (Gerald Gibson 5077). The
biggest group is the Pamida group, which owns and operates in excess
of 200 stores. West Brothers owns 20 to 25 stores , and several other
groups own 10 to I5 stores (Gerald Gibson 5077).

47. The franchise fee is paid monthly and is based on the number of
square feet in the store (Gibson , Sr. 5392-93). In I965 , the license fee
ranged from $150 to $200 per month , depending on the area of the
store (SR 155). At present, the licensing fee ranges from $22 to $275
per month per store (H.R. Gibson , Jr. 5696).

48. Currently, every Gibson store operates by virtue of a lieense
from G DC!. Each store , including those owned by members of the
Gibson family, pays a lieensing or franchise fee (Gerald Gibson 5076;

R. Gibson, Jr. 5690). This was the ease before as well as after
November 1 , I972 (H.R. Gibson , Jr. 5690).
49. Gibson , Sr. stressed that prospeetive franebisees needed ade-

quate financing to run their stores (Gibson , Sr. 5390). Since November
, 1972, the requirements to become a Gibson franchisee have basically

been financial stability and some experience in retailing (H.R. Gibson
Jr. 5669). If a franchisee became bankrupt , the licensing agreement
was cancelled (Gibson , Sr. 7278).
50. Both Gibson , Sr. and GDCI entered into franchise contraets

with persons or entities licensed to use Gibson trade names in the
operation of retail stores (SR 155 , Munden Deposition Exhibit RX 1;
SR I57, 159 , 160 , 161 , 162A-C; CX 1447A-D). GDCI continues to enter
into such contracts.
51. Gibson , Sr.'s franchise agreements provided that the licensor

would furnish the licensees of his trade names with the benefit 
volume purchasing power and advice as to merchandising. Typically,
such contracts provided: (26)

GIBSON shall give GRANTEE the bencfit of volume purchasing power, advise as to
merchandising, and render other a."Isistancc to GRANTEE as may be found appropriate
by GIBSON in his sole discretion (Munden Deposition Exhibit RX 1. See also SR 155 160
161 , I62A- , 166: CX 142829)c

52. Gibson , Sr, put "qua1ity control" provisions into such contracts
in the period 1966 to 1967 (Gibson , Sr. 7223). Typically, sueb a provision
provided:

In consideration of the grant by GIBSON to GRANTEE of the right to use the

9 Initially, Gih8(rJ , Sr. had oral or "hand shake" a emcnts with his franchise. Eventually, however , he had
written agr ments with all of them (Gib80fI , Sr. 722 , 72.'8)
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trademarks , service marks and trade namcs of GIBSON , namely "Gibsn

, "

Gibson

with design, "Gibson Products Company" and "Gibson Discunt Center , GRATEE
conveys to GIBSON and GIBSON speifically retains the absolute , complete and final
right of quality control over all products and iteri sold and all servces rendere by
GRANTEE to customers of GRANTEE' Gison Pructs Company of Brofild

Texa and GRANTEE agrees to discntinue immediately the sale of any proucts or
items or the rendering of any scrvices under anyone or more of the aforeaid marks and
names if the quality thereof is disapproved by GIBSON (Munden Deposition Exhibit RX
1. Se also SR I62A--; CX 142).

53. The cancellation provisions of such licensing agreements pro-
vided that they could be cancelled at any time within ninety days and
that, upon notice of termination, the licensee was to immediately
discontinue use of the Gibson trade names. A typical provision
provided:

This agreement may be cancelled at any time within Ninety (90) days by wrtten
notice sent registere mail, by either party.

Upon termination of this agreement, GRANTEE agrs that he, or they, will
immediately discontinue the use of "Gibson Products Company" and/or "Gibson
Discount Center , and all other trademarks and/or servce marks of GIBSON
(27)specifically including "Gibson " and "Gibson" with design, and wil not thereafter
use same (Munden Deposition Exhibit RX 1. Se also SR 155 , 160, 161 , 162A--).

54. GDCI , in its contracts with licensees , also contracts to furnish
them with merchandising advice and reserves to itself the right 
quality control over the products sold and services rendered by the
licensees (CX 1447). GDCI's standard licensing contract , in use since
November 1 , 1972, provides in pertinent part:

9. GIBSONS shall in connection with this Agrecment rcnder such asistance to
LICENSEE in connection with the operation of his discount business as may be found
appropriate by GIBSONS after request by LICENSEE, including advice as to

merchandising and other business practices so as to enable the LICENSEE to benefit
from the knowledge and experience of GIBSONS in the discount business.

10. LICENSEE agrees that GIBSONS retains the absolute , complete and final right
of quality control over all products and items sold and over all servces rendered by
LICENSEE to customers of LICENSF.Jo S discount business and associated enterprises
using the Service Marks and Trade Names licensed hereby to se that the high standards
of GIBSONS DISCOUNT CENTERS throughout the Unite States of America are
maintained and to protect the property rights of GIBSONS in the Service Marks and
Trade Names set forth in Paragraph 1 hereof. The LICENSEE further agrees that if
GIBSONS notifies LICENSEE that GIBSONS disapproves of the quality of proucts
items , or services sold or rendered in connection with sale of items or products in the
discount business of LICENSEE , that LICENSEE will immediately discontinue the sale
of such items , (28)products and/or services, or wil immediately improve such services so
that they meet the standards of excellence maintained by GIBSONS (CX 1447B; Tr,
8058).
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55. Respondents expect that expansion of GIbsons, Inc. wil-
primarily through expansion of the licensing operations. Its subsidiary,
Gibson Distributors, Inc. , is expected to play an important role in such
expansion. The 1976 annual report of Gibsons, Inc. states:

Exp'nofGibscml1ic. is wbeprma:rilyth'rh expns of the licmedsWrs:To
th,is end; Gib8(. established susiidry-Gibso-DitributOs- lnc. Thisis 

xperimen~ldistrib\1tionCenterthmgmd. toprO' d'Wl 1-8. as (1. w-fitcotrol
center unda8 a source of in'ientm for GisonDialint Simes. Over the nexttel'yeai

the company antiCipates at leat eight suchregionalcentersthrough \Vhich the licenS
operations can beextended AJthough thefirt center is a wholly . ownedsuooidiar, 

exp'Ydregilcenters are 'JOpsedw be Cfratives to affiY Ow gratest be1Wfit; t!J

the licenSdstmes. p,fits fro $Uh. expns for Gi801nc, shold oorejWcte iri
incases in lice'1 fees and

. .

aditilckargesfar. manaement. serves (emphasis
added) (JR 20 p. 3). (29)

56. Respondents, in licensing others to use the Gibson trade names
have a vital interest in the profitabilty of the licensees or franchisees

on whom licensing fees depend (Findings 47 , 49 , 55).

The Trade Show

(1) In General

57. The Gibson Trade Show came into existence about 1964 to 1965

(Rogers 7358; Bradsby 6794; Thomas 65845). It is held approximately
four times a year (CX 1040A- , 1041A-D; Leverett 3733).
58. In May 1967 , H.R. Gibson, Sr. , doing business as the "Gibson

Products Company" Seagoville, Texas , leased the premises at Market
Hall , Dallas, Texas four times per year, in the period 1967 through
1973 , pursuant to the following schedule:

1968 February 10-14

May 20-24
August 12-16

* November 4-

1969 February &-12

May 12-16
August 1&-22

* November 3-7
1DThia documenti inconsistent with the tetimony of GibsM, Inc.'s preident, viz

JUDGE von BRAD: We)I Jet me aSk YQu. thi5: Do you have anything to offer (to franchia)ir addition

10 the (Gibsn) niune1
THE-WITNES: No, aiT, none whatsver. Wc venevergotil1volvcd, wedidn t want tj get in witi the

managment and the popJeand ings like that 10 tryfu help them like McDonald'a. We'ren()tthattyp of

organiztion. We don't chafor it(H.R Gibson, Jr 565),
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1970 February 9

May 4-
August I7

. November 

1971 February 8-12

May 10-14
August 1&-20

. N ovcmber 1 

1972 February 12-16

May I5- I9
August 14-
November &-10

1973 February 10-14

May 14-18
August 13-17

November 5-9 (CX
1040C).

The lease statcd that the leased premises should be used for the sole

purpose of: (30)

Holding the Gibson Products private trade show, business meetings, and certin foo
functions (CX 1040A).

On November 30, 1972, H.R. Gibson, Sr. , doing business as The
Gibson Trade Show , contracted to rent the premises at Market Hall for
the purpose of holding four shows a year in the period 1974 to 1979 (CX

1041A). Gibson , Sr. agreed that the premises were to be used for the
sole purpose of " Holding a private trade show" (CX 1041A).

Market Hall in Dallas, Texas , where the Gibson Trade Show is held
is a 212 000 square foot exhibit fully designed for the display of
merchandise (Cooper 4636).
59. The show was a closed show; it was necessary to have badges

showing the name of the individual and company bcfore gaining
admittance (Moland 3596; CX 42 , 43).

50. Gibson , Sr. and his employees invited the Gibson retailers to the
Gibson Trade Show with letters announcing the date of the shows
(Gibson , Sr. 5485).

61. In the period 1969 to I972, only Gibson franchised or company
owned stores attended the Gibson Trade Show (Munden Dep. ex 1435
pp. 2425; Moland 3595). The jewelry buyer of the trade show recalled
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that no one other than Gihson stores attended the show in 1972, 1973
and 1974 (Leverett 379&-97).

62. Form letters used by the Gihson Trade Show in 1972 requested
All Manufacturers" to state their total dollar volume in the preceding

year with all the Gibson stores (CX 307).

63. The Customer Information List 1975 Edition published by
Gibson , Sr. is "A Comprehensive List of All Customers of the Gibson
Trade Show" (CX 1330). The great majority of the stores listed therein
were under the Gibson name. The Gihson Trade Show , as late as 1975
continued to be oriented to the Gibson stores.
64. The Gibson Trade Show affords participating manufacturers

the opportunity to set up booths , to display their goods and to attempt
to sell or place orders for their products with personnel of the Gibson
stores attending the show (Moland 3595). Usually, retailer contacts
with suppliers at the Gibson Trade Show are followed up at a later
date (Gerald Gibson 5117). (31)
65. The booths at the Gibson Trade Show were staffed hy

employees of the suppliers or by manufacturers ' representatives of the
suppliers (Regeon 6687).
66. H.R. Gibson, Sr., in operating the trade show, puhlished a

Buyers Guide or Show Directory. This directory was distributed to
manufacturers and retailers attending the show. It listed the names of
manufacturers appearing. at the show and the location of their booths
(CX 42; Leverett 3904).
67. The amount of business generated by the Gibson Trade Show is

substantial. The February 1974 show , for example , did a $200 million
husiness (Gibson , Sr. 5519-23). The Gibson Trade Show operated at a
profit in 1973 , 1974 and 1975 (Gibson , Sr. 5343-B).

68. If a supplier or his representative got a product into the Gibson
Trade Show , this meant that he had authorization to sell to the Gibson
retailers attending the show. Tbis did not guarantee , however, that a
Gibson franchisee would buy such merchandise (Moland 3650).
69. Manufacturers and their suppliers considered it an advantage

to meet Gibson retail buyers at the show. Many of these retailers were
in locations hard to reach , and it is difficult to call on all of them
individually to make a sales presentation (Moland 3650-5I).
70. Gibson , Sr. retained money derived from the Gibson Trade

Show which he did not pass on to retailers operating under the Gibson
name (Gibson, Sr. 5090; Munden Deposition 445; Thomas 6591; H.
Underwood 7083; Skelly 7956).
71. Trade shows generally, including the Gibson Trade Show
" In 1970 to 1971 , this witness could only recall the owner of Wal-Martst.re attending a. the guest of Gibsn

Sr. (Leverctt3795-96).
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benefit attending retailers because the merchandise is laid out and it
may be easier to shop than trying to look at catalogs or talk to sales
personnel (Thomas 6588-9). (32)

72. In addition to providing facilities where the Gibson stores could
select and purchase merchandise , the Gibson Trade Show also afforded
them an opportunity to conduct meetings at the show. For example
the Buyers Guide for the Gihson Trade Show held November 5 through
November 9 1973 , gave notice of the following meetings:

FRANCHISE OWiVERS MEETING
SUBJECT: GENERAL INSURANCE

MONDA Y , NOVEII.BER 5 - 2: 30 P.

UPSTAIRS AT MARKET HAll

FRANCHISE WNERS MEETING

SUBJECT: TRAINING FILM

TUESDA Y, NOVE1'E3ER 6 . 2:00 P. M.

UPSTAIRS AT MARKET HALL

,p "'--"...---.. -- ""

CDCI MANAGERS MEETING

"IlVVENTOR Y PROCEDURES"
TUESDAY , NOVEMEER 6 - 7:30 P.

SEVIllE ROOM
QUALITY INN - 2015 NO. INDUSTRIAL

(CX 42. See also CX 43 , a Buyer s Guide for the December 1975 Trade
Show listing a meeting of the Gibson Franchise Association). (33)
73. The Gibson Trade Show has not helped retailers to promote
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merchandise at the retail level. Nor have retailers learned to promote
the resale of products at the Gibson Trade Show (Thomas 6590-9I;
Gerald Gibson 5117). There is insufficient time to discuss such

promotion at the shows (Leverett 3886Q; Gerald Gibson 5117).
Generally, there is more time to discuss such subjects when a sales call
is made on a buyer in the buyer s office (Leverett 3886Q).

(2) Functions of Trade Show Buyers or Merchandise Managers

74. H.R. Gibson, Sr. , in the period I969 to I975, employed buyers in
his trade show organization (CX 41 , 1327 , 1328, I04). J2 These individu-

als were key employees in the operation of the Gibson Trade Show (See
Findings 39 , 78, 81 , 84). The trade show buyers received instructions as
to the functions which they were to perform from Gihson, Sr. (Leverett
3731). (34)

75. Manufacturers or their representatives contacted trade show
buyers to have their products listed as authorized sources of supply for
the Gibson Discount Centers as well as to obtain approval of such lines
for the Gibson Trade Show (Moland 3541-43).
76. Individual Gibson Trade Show buyers were responsible for

specific lines of merchandise such as soft goods , sporting goods, health
and beauty products, toys, jewelry, stationery, school supplies, lug-
gage, housewares, automotive supplies, hardware, etc, (CX 1327;
Leverett 3708-09).

77. Trade show buyers, in contacting suppliers , referred to the
Gibson chain stores" in 1972, numhering "approximately 575 stores

(CX 307).
78. In most cases, it was the buyer s decision whether to put

suppliers into the Gibson Trade Show. Sometimes, however, the
decision was made by Gibson , Sr. (Leverett 3713). It was the trade
show buyer s duty to examine the various product lines , to evaluate the
lines and to discuss prices and products with suppliers or their
representatives (Leverett 3712- I3).

,. Repondents , in lhe cou of this procing-, referred to these employee as "merchandise managers." The
litlel , buyer and merchandise manager, may on ion be used synonymously in this decision. However , in view of
contemporaneous document. such as ex 41 , 1327 , J:l28.ad 104 in the period 196 to 1972, the title

, "

buyer " is the one
which win be use mo. t frtjuently. Moreover, one of r\Jspondents

' "

buyers" or "merchandise manaers conCl-ded that

others had referred to him as a huyer. And , significantly, this witnes admitte that thes employee in their
correspondence referre to themselves a. buyers " in the period 1969 to 1972 (Regen 661-62. Se also Munden
Depoition ex 143 p. 20). COJlsider also the spontaneous exclamation of Gar Leverett

, "

We!! , I aaumed other buyer
duties - or , exerne - not a buyer but a merchandise mana er in the trade show (Tr 3785). This again thrws some
doubt on denials that buyer is the appropriate title , partieu!arly when 'Iueh denials are inconsistent with the
contemporaneous documents. Se also the testimony I)f B!iey Bradby, one of respondent. ' franchise witnes:

Q. Do you know whs.teompany they (Perkins s.d Rogeonl worked for?
A. They were merchandise managers for Mr. Gibsn.

Q. Is that the title that they held. merehandisc manager?
. I don t know what their titles were. I would say they were BOmethin , buyers or something (17. 68).
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79. Manufacturers' representatives did not try to sell the trade

show buyers actual orders but tried to persuade them tu have the lines
listed (Moland 3548). Buyers (or merchandise managers) of the Gibson
Trade Show could not put their name on an order and place
merchandise in any Gibson store (Leverett 3873).
80. When suppliers contacted Gibson Trade Show buyers, normally

they would want to exhibit their entire line of products;(Leverett
3760). Suppliers, however, w re not permitted tu exhibit their entire
line of merchandise at the Gibson Trade Show; "deadwood" in the line
was culled out after discussion between the trade show buyer and the
supplier s representative (Leverett 3760).

81. The trade show buyers were interested in the price of products
because they were evaluating many lines and, in some cases , certain
suppliers offered hasieally the same items (Leverett 3716).

Buyers for the trade show negotiated with suppliers on biling terms
and prices (Leverett 3718, 3747-48). Buyers negotiated better terms
and prices than originally offered; (35Jthis was part of their duties
(Leverett 3719; Moland 3552, 3560).1 Gibson, Sr. and Belva Gibson, on
occasion, also sought to negotiate lower prices from manufacturers
(Moland 3563 , 3602 , 3605).

If buyers, in their dealings with suppliers, had a question about

price , they would call Gibson , Sr. and get his feelings on it (Leverett
3720). Gibson , Sr. expressed his views as follows:

If a manufacturer presented us t.his item and he wante $3 and we knew-would look
at it and we knew it could be had for $2 , we would say to Mr. Manufacturer

, "

Your price
is alJ wet " or something of that nature , that "You re to high on that item. You ought to

check on what your competitor is selling that for. We cannot do you a job, Mr.

Manufacturer , we cannot sell this item at $3" (Gibson , Sr. 5364).

(36JSuch negotiations to assure them a competitive price benefited

the Gibson stores participating in the trade show.
82. Respondent Belva Gibson , in the period 1969 to the end of I970

Q. Did you eveT get better tennB than a upplicr initially offere you , 11 a reult of the negotiations?
A. Than what I jUBtdiscml81 Yes , sir. In !!meC8, I did.
Q. WII that one of your duties?

A. Ye , sir. fdt like it WW!.

Q. Didy!!u ever negotiate better price. than those initia!!y offere to you byasup plier?
A. Yes , sir.

Q. W88thatoneofyourdutie!, also?
A- Yes ,,ir (L.everett 3719).

H Gibsn, Sr. , in the C(urs of discussions with manufacturers' representative! . ha. 8Iked

, "

Well , we know that ia

the price for the corner drug store; now what is our priCf Lvi7.. , the price of store operating under the Gibsn Damel"
(Moland 35).

Did you rega thiB 88 a benefit to the store to be able to buy these prouct at the price like , for
example, the $2 price that you mentiuned in your tetimony just now?

A. If we bought that for $3, it wou!d certinly be n had deal for anyboy that bought it. But if he bought
it at $2, and that WWl the price that all the competitive manufacturrs W8. selling for, well , it would
certinly be a benefit to him. He wouldn t gd-what is generally said in the tre, he wouldn t get
stuekonit(Gibson Sr. 5364).
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assisted trade show personnel in their duties of persuading retailers to
visit booths . at the show and helpillgtradeshow buyers in . seleeting

welry and doll itemsforthe show (Leverett 3866-67).
83. . .. During an interval in the period 1969 to 1972, Gerald Gibson

advised his father with respect to camerasalldelectronieequipment
when the latter had no merchandise m;magcr in that area. In this
connection, Gerald Gibson ildvised Gibson, Sr. as to whether the
equipment might be good or bad (Gerald Gibson 4886, 4888). He deillt
with approximately 50 manufacturers (Gerald GibsoIl 4916). The
manufacturers approached Gerald Gibson; he passed on information
ilnd show sheets prepared by them to his father (GeraJd Gibson 4889
4900). Before . transmitting such show sheets to his father, Gerald
Gibson discussed with some of the suppliers the. listings on thesbow
sheets. Such discussions included multiple packaging programs and
delivery terms, as well as the suitability ofsoI1e of the items listed
(Gerald. Gibson 490()01). Gerald Gibson reported to his father , who had
the final decision on such matters (Gerald Gibson 4913). Although
Gerald Gibson was not paid for these services and. did not. consider
himself a merchandise manager (Gerald Gibson 5105), the foregoing
activities involved certaiu of the functions for which merchandise
managers were responsible. (37)

84. . Buyers sent out letters to family-owned and franchised stores
concerning price and. product recommendations (Leverett 3727). Such
mailings. were mildeto aU of the stores (Leverett 3725). And
sometimes a trade show buyer might make phone calls if he "had il red
hot price for the trade show" (Leverett 3723). Trade show b)1yers sent
stIch letters "(tJoattraet Gibson people into the trade show" (Leverett
3731).

Franchised. stores aJso received Jetters from trade show buyers
listing items or manufacturers ' lines which were not to be purchilsed
(CX 1435 pp:17 , 18 20 Munden Deposition).

Trade show employees have written to Gibson stores suggesting that
certain suppliers be discontinued. because the buyers no longer
authorized or recommended the line since such suppliers would not sell
at a price which the buyers would recommend as profitable for the
stores ' operation (see CX 104).

Docu)Ients such as CX 104 on their face constitute )Ierchandising
advice by trade show buyersto the Gibson stores (cf.Finding51).

85. At the trade show itself, it was the function of the trade show
buyers to patrol the aisles and booths , talking to manufacturers and
the other people attending. In the course of their duties the trade show

'5 Bobby Rcgeun, one of the " &:agoviJc Buyers" whos ignturc nppc on tbe docummit, admitteh.is
signature at Tr. 66.
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fi1ed in, respondents printed the forms for use in conjunction with the
trade show (Leverett 3754).

Once the show sheets had been printed 22 they were taken to the

Gibson Trade Show and handed out to the manufacturers and

manufacturers' representatives (Leverett 3758). Retailers attending
the Gibson Trade Show generally picked the show sheets up at the
show (Gerald Gibson 4902). (41)
93. Show sheets contained the following notation:

Notice!!! Do not ship at prices higher than listed hereon or we wil deduct. Price approval
contact the Seagovile , Texas offices (Gibson, Sr. 550; ex 85B).

The purpose of this notice was to notify Seagovile of any price
increases. The language

, "

Do not ship at prices higher than listed
hereon or we wi1 deduct. Prie nP'o1!al contat the Seago1!ille , Texas
offices (emphasis added), is consistent with the Gibson Trade Show
role as an agent or representative of Gibson retailers and inconsistent
with the claim that the trade show is a manufacturer s representative,
94. Show sheets were an integral part of the Gibson Trade Show

operations (Findings 90-93).

(5) Booth Fees

95. Booth fees are the amount of money that the manufacturers
pay for renting space to display their merchandise at the Gibson Trade
Show (Gibson , Sr. 5146-7; Gerald Gibson 4897). The booth fee is a set
amount, and is the same for all trade show participants (Gibson, Sr.
5236).

96. In the period 1969 to November 1 , I972, Ideal Travel Agency
rcceived booth fees for rental of space at the Gibson Trade Show

(Gibson , Sr. 5582). In that period , Ideal had its own bank account and
paid no monies to corporations operating retail stores (Gibson, Sr.

5582).

(6) Show Fees

97. Suppliers secking to participate in the Gibson Trade Show were
asked for a show fee by the trade sbow buyers in the period 1969 to
1975 (Leverett 3785). Suppliers who refused to pay a show fee were not
permitted to participate in the Gibson Trade Show (Leverett 3792
3812). Suppliers wcre willing to pay the show fee because thc Gibson
Trade Show generated a lot of sales (Leverett 3834).

". Show h",eL WCrt' prinle in the respond.mts' print shop in ScagoviIe, Tex,,' . under Lloyd R€ec, !. shown in
ex 41 (Leverett 37S8-59, 3779). The prillt 3hop w"" just around the corner from the buyers' offce in Seagovile
(Leverett 3759)
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98. The show fee was based on a percentage of sales made at the
Gibson Trade Show to persons attending the show, namely, Gibson

stores (Leverett 379I). And , the amount of the show fee was negotiable
(Leverett 3790). The show fee , moreover, was to be paid on those sales
made outside the Gibson Trade Show as well as those made at the show
(Regeon 6689). (42)

Not all suppliers, however, paid a percentage of their sales as the
show fee. Some , like Empire Pencil, paid a flat fee of $15 000 in I975

(Low 7719-20; CX 1255). 
Show fee payments were payable on a quarterly, semi-annual or

annual basis (Leverett 3791). The timing of the show fee payments was
also negotiable (Leverett 3791-92).

There were no rules on setting show fees on the basis of whether the
product was easier or morc difficult to sell (Leverett 3886F-G). Setting

the show fee with a particular supplier or manufacturer depended on
the individual situation of that supplier (Leverett 3886H-.I).

99. H.R. Gibson , Sr. instructed trade show buyers that one of their
duties was to ask for the show fee (Leverett 3786). Occasionally, trade

show buyers would report their show fee negotiations with suppliers to
R. Gibson , Sr. (Leverett 3809).
Gibson , Sr. gave trade show buyers instructions concerning percent-

ages to be asked in connection with show fees (Leverett 3800). Gibson

Sr. would issue instructions , such as

, "

Gary, talk to them and see what
they can pay us" (Leverett 3802). In the majority of instances, Gibson

Sr. gave no specific instructions as to the percentage that was to be
asked (Leverett 3802).

100. Prior to November I , 1972, agreements concerning show fees
were verbal. Subsequent thereto they were the subject of written
agreement (Low 7461-62).

101. When Gibson , Sr. received the trade show fees in the period
1969 to November 1 , 1972, they were deposited in his personal account
and not put into the account of any corporation operating a retail store
under the Gibson name (Gihson , Sr. 5581).

102. The Gibson Trade Show huyers (or merchandise managers)
received a weekly salary and a small percentage of the show fee
ranging from three to five percent (Gibson , Sr. 5238, 5242-).

103. The show fee payment had nothing to do with suppliers
payment of booth fees for the rental of display space in the Gibson
Trade Show (Leverett 3787).

104. The purpose of the show fee based on the percentage of a
supplier s sales was to make money for the Gihson Trade Show
(Leverett 3808). (43)
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(7) Tabloids

105. A tabloid is an advertising section , usually about half the size
of a normal newspaper page, about eight to 16 pages in size folded over
and inserted in a newspaper or mailed out (Gerald Gibson 4849;

Leverett 3823).

106. H.R. Gibson, Sr. , in 1969 and I970, in connection with the trade
show , offered suppliers the opportunity to participate in Gibson
tabloids (CX 1420A-B). '3 (44)

107. G&G Advertising, operated by Gerald Gibson as a proprietor-
ship, prepared tabloids advertising products in the Gibson stores in the
period 1969 to 1973 (Gerald Gibson 4849). Gerald Gibson put together
the tabloid and , then , mailed a mock-up to the stores. The stores , if
they so desired , could purchase the tabloid , buying as many pieces as
they wanted for their market (Gerald Gibson 4851--3). Those stores
buying a tabloid had their names placed on it (Gerald Gibson 4849-50).
Sometimes, the tabloids were placed in the windows of the stores
purchasing them (Gerald Gibson 4853).

108. Stores purchasing such tabloids did not pay Gerald Gibson
G&G Advertising for the privilege of being listed therein (Gerald
Gibson 4851). The tabloids , prepared by G&G , were displayed by a
printer , News Inc. , at the Gibson Trade Show along with tabloids for
other retailers. News Inc. was in the business of selling its publishing
services in connection with such tabloids to retailers at the trade show
(Gerald Gibson 4853).

n Q. Mr. Gibo, in 1969 in wnnediu with the Trad Sho did yuu offer to serv suppliers th opunity w
advertis in the taloid?
A. Ye. siT.

Q. Mr. Gibson, did you inquire from the.c suppliers WI to whether. or not they had ",ny standan
atvertisingprogram?
A- I pcrsonaily didn t. Den Wooy who published the tabloid they had a both in a show and the varous
exhibitors that wa..te to adverti in a tabloid would contat Den Wooy fOT an ad of half a page, quarr
a page, or a whole page, or whatever they wanted.

And moot aU cas they paid 1)om Wooy direct for the ad.

Q. All right , sir.
Mr. Gibson , did you , in conducting the Gibon Trade Show in the year 1970 conduct a tabloid advertising

program?
A. Did I condudone?

Q. Lctme rephra the qUeotion , sir.

Di yv, Mr. Gibwn in Hno in yor capaty as the indiviual spng tM Gi Tra Sho offer
to Ow suppliers a tabWi prm?
A. We ha talos Jr time to ti7M; yes , mr.

Q. And , Mr- Gihson , did you have a tabloid progrm in 1971?
A. I do oot recall any at the moment.

Q- AU right , sir (emphasis added) (CX 1420A-B).

Gibson, Sr.'s I.timooy at the evidentiary hearings is inconsistent with his prior deposition timony in CX 142A-
At the hearng1, hetestificd:

A. The trade show never had ,any tabloid. This is not anythiog that belongs to the Gibso Trade Show.

Q. Thank you , Mr- Gib. on (Gibsn , Sr. 5322).
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109. Suppliers contacting Gibson Trade Show buyers generally
wanted to participate in the tabloid (Leverett 3823). They approached
trade show buyers in order to get their products advertised in the
tabloid, viz., the so-called "tab items." (45)The trade show buyers

presented such tab items to H.R. Gibson, Jr. , Gerald Gibson or Bill
Rea " who had discretion whether to put an item in the tabloid or not
(Leverett 3863).

1l0. If a tab item was put in the tabloid , there was a sign at the
booth in the Gibson Trade Show stating, "Recommended tab item.
This procedure was in effect in the period 1969 to 1975 (Leverett 3863;
Moland 3595). Trade show buyers, in discussing tab items with
suppliers , wanted to make sure there was a competitive price on such
items (Leverett 3865).

Ill. Suppliers did not pay for advertisements in the tabloids with
trade show fees such as booth fees or show fees (Renninger 461; Gerald
Gibson 5102). However, such payments were requested on the invoices
of respondents such as Gibson Discount Centers, Inc. and paid to
respondents such as Gibsons, Inc. (CX 491A, 491D).

ll2. Trade show buyers have signed "Gibson Tabloid" authoriza-
tion forms under the heading, "Approved and Accepted (Gibson
Products Co. )" (CX 491E; Leverett 382:0; CX ll58D; Regeon 667&-
76; CX 1326B; Perkins; CX 377B; Low 7642),2' The name

, "

Gibson
Products Company," on such authorization forms refers to the trade
name used by H.R. Gibson , Sr. (Regeon 6676). This is also the trade
name used by Gibson , Sr. in his trade show operation (see
1040A C Trade Show Lease signed by Gihson , Sr. for the period 1967 to
1973). (46)
ll3. On November 2, 1968, H.R. Gibson , Sr. sent a letter "To: ALL

GIBSON SUPPLIERS" requesting their participation in a tabloid supple-

ment in the Dallas Moring News. This tabloid was to run on March 2
1969 , and was to be entitled

, "

March Whirlwind of Savings" (CX 125).
In pertinent part, this solicitation stated:

With such fantatic sales results in mind , I feel sure you wil want to participate in the
March "Whirlwind of Savings" with an appropriate ad in the March 2 tabloid which The
Dallas Morning News wil again publish exclusively. I firm1y endors it!

Please sign the attahcd spac order and return to me , or take it to The Dallas Morning
News representatives in Booth 3 at the show (CX 125).

24 Bil Re, in February 1975, when Leverett left the Gibon Tre Show , Wal working under Herbert GibBn , Jr.

and Gerald Gibsn for the GibBon store (Leverett 3870).
The explanation that the . trae show and the tre show buycr! had nothing to do with the tabloid is not

convincing. One of the "Gibon Tabloid" authori;rtion form. in the rerd indicate copies theref ar to go to Bil
Rea Lebetter" and to "Se Buyer" (CX 491E). Trae show buyers have signed their corrpondence IU "Seville
Buyers" (Se ex 104; Regen 66). In the c. of ex 377B , 1158D and 1362B , the signature of Mesl'. Low , Perkina
and Regeon appear over the title

, "

Buyer" (Compare with ex 1327. The fOrm on their fac evidence such a
relationship.
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114. On February 21 1969 , H.R. Gihson , Sr. wrote a letter to "NAME

BRAND GIBSON SUPPLIERS" requesting participation in cooperative
advertising to be puhlished in a "NAME BRAND" tabloid by the DaUas
Times Herald on May 4, 1969. The letter stated , in pertinent part:

Work carefully with our buyers in the selection of items, to make certin this is an
outstanding sales event, as well as an important public relations mileston

Please give this your immediate attention and work with the Dallas Times Herald
representative, who wil be contacting you during the February Show. 

, .

I personally appreciate your cooperation and look forward to a trly importnt
promotion for Gibson Discount Centers and you (CX 75).

115. On February 24 , 1969 , H. R. Gibson , Sr. sent a letter "TO: ALL
GIBSON SUPPLIERS" requesting that they participate in promotional
advertising to be puhlished in the June I , 1969 DaUas MlYrning News.
This advertising supplement was to be sponsored by 30 Gihson
Discount Centers, including nine stores in Dallas County (CX 74A , D).
(47)

116. H.R. Gibson, Sr. , in the period I969 to 1972 , at the same time
that he was soliciting fees for participation in the Gibson Trade Show
solicited fces for cooperative advertising from "Gibson Suppliers" for
the Gihson Discount Centers (Findings 106 , 113-15).
117. Respondents ' trade show operations and retail operations were

interrelated in the solicitation and receipt of payments from suppliers
participating in the trade show for tabloid or other advertising
directed to the consumer (Findings 106 , 107, 109 , 110 , 112-16). (48)

II. Evidence under Count I of the Complaint

I.. M. Beeker Co.

118. I.. M. Becker Co. ("Beeker ), of Appleton , Wisconsin, sells and
ships vending machines and refills for vending machines throughout
the United States (Hare 2527). Such sales include shipments to Gibson

stores located outside of Wisconsin (CX 599A-Z-22). Beeker is engaged
in interstate commerce and its transactions with respondents , includ-
ing the show fee payments based on such sales, are in the course of
such commerce.
119. The vending machines involved in

manufactured by Becker; the refills were
companies (Hare 2527 , 2530).

120. From 1969 to 1973 , Becker s sales organization consisted of 30
to 35 sales brokers who were employed on a commission basis and
helped sell Becker products to retailers (Hare 2528, 2720- 21).

these transactions were

manufactured by other
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Becker employed a broker who served as a manufacturer s represen-
tative in the Dallas-Fort Worth area and attended the Gibson Trade

Show as Becker s sales representative (Hare 2552). Neither H.
Gihson , Sr. , the Gibson Trade Show , the Gibson Products Company nor
anyone associated with respondents was considered by Becker as its
manufacturer s representative or food broker in the Gibson Trade
Show during the 1969 to 1972 period (Hare 2553 , 2740).
I21. Becker participated in the Gibson Trade Show in order to be

ahle to make sales to Gibson stores (Hare 2.'539 , 2606). This supplier
sales volume to all Gibson retail stores during the years I969 , 1970 and
1971 was three to five percent of its total sales (Hare 2640).

122. Becker participated in the Gibson Trade Show in 1969 , 1970
and 1971 (Hare 2537). It attended two Gibson shows in 1969 and I970
and one in 1971 (Hare 2603).

123. The services provided by the Gibson Trade Show to Becker
ineluded maintaining contact with the Gibson retail stores , preparing
and distributing show sheets, bringing retailers over to Becker s booth
at the trade show and, generally, helping Becker sell to the Gibson

retail stores (Hare 2681 , 2683--6 , 2720).
124. The requirements for Becker s participation in the Gibson

Trade Show were: a ten percent rebate on all sales to Gibson family
owned and franchise stores and payment for rental of booth space
(Hare 2538-0, 2545-6, 2605). (49)

125. Becker furnished product and price information for show

sheets that would be utilized at the Gibson Trade Show. Prior approval
from the Gibson Trade Show was necessary before goods could be
offered for sale at the show (CX 594 , 597; Hare 2607-(8). The show
sheets served as purchase order forms for use by Gibson retail store
buyers both at the trade show and later on (Hare 2685). (50)

126. Becker made the following booth fee payments to the Gibson
Trade Show:

RaU!PU 0= a
Po-

""'' ""''

Psvmt

H. U- . 1969 $ID. $21.

""'"

Glbo """ eo-

I'" ""-
519Gib St.Sul! T aa

(ta of pqt - $BO.

""'"

Gibo DU' I

'" ",..

Ap16 , 19701 ",W
Toy Tnlde 

tH.ll- 2200
Srem 
Ddlu

(5I)I27. When Becker contacted Gordon Fielden, a buyer for
Gibson in Seagovile , about participating in the Gibson Trade Show

. Where certin factual point! are not indicate with repet to a paicular payment, the rerd evidence failed
tocatabliohouchinfonnation
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Fielden said that this supplier would have to pay the ten percent
rebate in order to be "authorized" or 'j listed" to be in the show and
authorized to sell to Gibson stores (Hare 2539-40, 2545-46; ex 579).

Becker believed that if it were not "authorized" or " listed " it would be
unable to sell to any of the Gibson stores (Hare 2541 , 2543-4).
Becker agreed to make the ten percent rebateiLnd signed a

document so stating: f52J
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(551131. During the 1969 to 1971 period , Becker neither made nor
offered to make payments based upon a percentage of total sales or
alternate paymcnts , except for the bulletin payments 27 to any of its
customers , other than the Gibson Products Company, for promotional
services rendered (Hare 2645, 2652-60).

During the 1969 to 1971 period, Beckcr did not make any payments
based upon a percentage of total sales in connection with any of the
trade shows that it attended , other than the Gibson Tradc Show (Hare
2661).

During the 1969 to 1971 period , Becker neither made any payments
similar to the show fee payments nor made or offered to make an
alternate payment to the booth fee to those of its customers that did
not hold trade shows (Bccker 2662).

I32. After Becker ceased participating in the Gibson Trade Show
its sales volume with Gibson retail stores dropped in 1973 and 1974 , due
in part to competition from another vending company (Hare 2642
264 2718-19).

133. During the 1969 to I971 period , Becker operated a promotional
program wherein it would make payments to wholesalers for hulletins
sent by the wholesaler to Becker s retail customers in order to

encourage purchases by the retailer from the wholesaler (Hare 264&-

46). This same type of bullctin was made available to the Gibson
Products Company (Hare 2649). The ten percent show fee paid to the
Gibson Tradc Show was in addition to the bulletin program (Hare
2649). Other than this bulletin program , Becker had no promotional or
advertising program availahle for its customers (Hare 2648).

I34. Becker paid the expenses of its employees who attended the
Gibson Trade Show (Hare 2609).

135. The refills sold hy Becker were not the type of product that
lend themselves to advertising to the general public. Becker was
unconcerned with promoting its products to consumers (Hare 267&-77).
136. Becker s vending machines were sold only to retail stores and

not to consumers (Hare 2673). Thus , the vending machines were not
and could not be , subject to promotional advertising in connection with
their resale.

137. In 1969 and 1970, Beeker produced six product lincs which
included the following machines: a one penny toy and gumball , a one
penny toy and hard candy, a nickel toy and gumball , (56Ja nickel
capsule with toys in it, a dime capsule with toys in it and a quarter
capsule with toys in it (Hare 2529 , 2535; CX 594).

21 Se Finding 183.
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The refills , produced by other companies and purchased by Becker
were all standard lines of products that went out to every customer28
(Hare 2530-1).

All of Becker s products cost Becker $5.00 per box and were retailed
at $10.00 per box. Thus, a penny gumball box would have 1 000
gumballs , while a dime box would have 100 items in it (Hare 2532-3).

The nickel , dime and quarter capsules contained toys such as spiders
bugs, rings, et al. (Hare 2533).

138. The shelf life of the items that went into the capsules is
indefinite. The shelf life of the items that went into the gum and candy
is approximately one year (Hare 2533).

139. Some of Becker s invoices indicate that the company sold its
merchandise to Affiliated Food Stores , Inc. , a wholesaler who handled
billng for Beeker and warehoused merchandise for some of Becker
retail customers, However, individual retail stores were the indirect
customers of Becker s products, at least in the majority of instances
when they were the direct recipients of shipments from Becker29 (CX
599A- , R, Y, Z-6, Z-9, Z-11-Z-22; Hare 256&-70, 2670-72, 2699-2703
2707-08). Beeker regarded as its customer the firm to which the

shipments were noted on the invoice (Hare 2569-70).
140. The invoices in the record reveal several contemporaneous

sales involving goods of like grade and quality sold to competing
customers, including the following examples30 (CX 587U, 589F, 599A

, Y , Z-6, Z-9, Z-11-Z-15, Z-20, Z-22): (57)
Henderson , Texas: Toy N Joy Toy or Candy 1oo0/H (Gibson -

8/4/69 , 5/12/70; Luther Jenkins" - 6/2/70); Toy N Joy Toy or Gum
1oo0/H (Gibson - 8/4/69 , 5/I2/70; Luther Jenkins - 6/2/70); Toy N Joy
Capsules 1000/1O (Gibson - 8/4/69 , 5/I2/70; Luther Jenkins - 6/2/70);
Toy N Joy Capsules 40/25 (Gibson - 8/4/69 , 5/I2/70; Luther Jenkins-
6/2/70).

Dallas , Texas: Toy N Joy Toy or Candy 1000/H , Toy N Joy Toy or
Gum 1000/H , Toy N Joy Capsules 200/M , Toy N Joy Toy and Gum
200/5 , Toy N Joy Capsules 100/10 , Toy N Joy Capsules 40/25
(Gibson - 10/7/69, I/26/70, 3/16/70, 6/10/70, 8/10/70, 9/22/70;
Sundown Food Store" - 8/31/70, 9/29/70, 10/26/70; M.E. Moses
Company" - 11/30/70; D&J Supermarket" - 6/2/69). (58)

28 Thus, the Ijme penny box of gum Or nickel box of capsules went oul to every Beker cUltomer (Har 21.:1).
Zi Certin of the invoice if! the rerd indicate that shipments were made Affiliate (CX 599N-Q. S-W, Z-Z-.5

Z-7, Z-), Or made to entitie8 whose functionallcvcl is unknown. In thes instance , it is not poib!e to detennine
whether the goo(b sold were sold to a nonfavored customer of Beker s oompeting at the Bame functional level WI the
Gibsn stores.

'0 Commission counsel introuce numerous invoices of EJles by Becker to Gibsn retail storeloete a. the
countr (CX 582DY , 58F-S , U- , 58D-R, 58D- , 58D-T , 587D-T, V-

, "

58D-, fiU- , G-H , 5900-).
However, there is no rerd evidence of any !!les by Beker to any competing store in thet eities.

3. Luther Jenkins, Sundown Foo Store , M.E. Mose Company and D&J Supermarket funetion at the retail level
of operations (Finding 369).
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The Parker Pen Company

141. The Parker Pen Company ("Parker ), of Janesvile, Wisconsin
sells writing instruments, writing sets and desk sets (Renninger 264).

Its major manufacturing facility is in Janesville, and its products are
sold and shipped from thcre throughout the United States (Renninger
264). Such salcs include shipments to Gibson stores locate outside of
Wisconsin (CX 506A- F). Parker is engaged in interstate commerce and
its transactions with the respondents , including the show fee payments
based on such sales, are in the course of such commerce.

142. Parker ranks first in the worldwide sales of writing instru-
ments and desk sets; domestically, it ranks third or fourth in such sales
(Renninger 26465).

143. Parker began selling to thc Gibson Discount Centers in the
early 1960's (Renninger 268). In the period 1971 to 1974, there were
approximately 485 Gibson Discount Centers; Parker sold both of its
product lines to approximately 210-220 of these stores during this
period (Renninger 269, 274). It sold to both company owned and
franchised stores (Renninger 272-73).

In the period 1971 to 1974, this supplier s sales to the Gibson retail
stores constituted almost one percent of its total sales (Renninger 279).
In 1971 to 1973 , the Gibson stores as a group were considered Parker
largest account. In 1974 , they were number one or number two
(Renninger 281-82).

144. Parker shipped goods to the individual Gibson stores and biled
the paying office indicated for thc particular store (Renninger 270).

145. In the years 1971 to I974, Parker attended or participated in at
least one Gibson Trade Show per year (Renninger 283).

It participated in the Gibson Trade Show because, in its view:

The key to doing business with Gibson at that time was to attend the shows , and prior
to attending the show was to get your product authorized and listed on the show sheets.
(59)

The assumption on our part was that if you didn t go through that process, your
likelihood of maintaining a rate of sale and volume to the Gibson stores would practically
diminish to nothing (Renninger 318-19. See also Tr. 291).

146. 1n the years I971 through 1974 , Parker did not employ H.
Gibson , Sr, as a manufacturer s representative or broker to represent it
at thc Gibson Trade Show (Renninger 310-11); Parker considered H.
Gibson , Sr. to be a customer in the period 1971 to 1974 (Renninger 33&-
36).

147. In the Gibson Trade Shows in which it participated in 1971
"" In 1975, a year when Parker did not participate in the Gih.'In Trade Show , its sales to the Gib&n store were 50

plrontofsaleB in the precing year (Renninger 282).
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I972, 1973 and 1974 , Parker made no sales to retailers other than
Gibson Discount Centers (Renninger 300, 309). All of Parker s sales at
the Gibson Trade Show were made through the use of show sheets
(Renninger 308). Furthermore, at the beginning of each show, the
trade show staff gave Parker a list of s ores in order to verify that

someone from each of those stores visited Parker s booth. The check
list only contained the names of Gibson stores (Renninger 300-I).

148. Manufacturers' products had to be presented to a Gibson

- Trade Show buyer , accepted for sale and listed on show sheets before
any manufacturer could display and sell its products to the Gibson
retail stores (Renninger 291). In the ease of Parker, the trade show
buyer in question was Gary Leverett, the stationery and jewelry buyer
(Rcnninger 291 311-12).

Show sheets listed the products to be displayed or sold to Gibson
stores. They gave the product description and price, listed whether the
product had a special promotional price and stated whether the product
was going to be advertised in a Gibson tabloid (Renninger 294).

Generally, Parker s customers picked up the show sheets at the trade
show and, subsequently, sent in the show sheets to Parker s representa-
tive as completed purchase orders (Renninger 298). 25% of Parker
sales to the Gibson stores were during the selling periods shown on the
show sheets. The majority, or 75%, of Parker s sales to these stores
however, were made by Parker s sales personnel callng on the stores
and writing their orders (Renninger 298). (60)
149. During the 1971 to 1974 period, Parker s employees and

representatives staffed the booths at the Gibson Trade Shows (Ren-
ninger 283- , 289-90). And, Parker paid the expenses for its
employees attending the Gibson Trade Show, including transportation
lodging and meals (Renninger 316).

150. Parker representatives demonstrated products and discussed
sellng techniques with Gibson retail store buyers and owners at the
Gibson Trade Show (Renninger 289-90). The more product knowledge
a buyer has , the better hc can sell that product (Renninger 293-94).
However , in making sales caBs on other customers, Parker s sales force
would also explain the advantages of their product, demonstrate the
product and help to develop selling methods (Renninger 4()1).

151. During the 1971 to 1974 period, the requirements which
Parker had to meet to participate in the Gibson Trade Show wcre;
securing the trade show buycr s approval for merchandise that was to
be included on the show sheets; payment for the rental of booth space;

33 ex 501A and ex 467 are Bhow sheets (Renninger 294-95).
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and , payment of a show fee based on a percentage of total sales to all
Gibson stores (Renninger 311 , 313-14, 317-18). (61)

152. Parker made the following booth fee payments pursuant to its
participation in the Gibson Trade Show in the period 1971-I974:

.. 

Far of ; i

""''

P"vrt
of,,,.,. 7l A.'" T-cuv ! 0: 1.-C

19" ""\C

$30 l 7r""",1 A i 0: /'7B.

19n 

""73 R. Gibll Sr. al.-
o; 1,':.:

R. C1bs Q1097A-

"14 lbs S

(62)153. The first request made to Parker for a show fee was in
early 1971 (Renninger 322, 324). Initially, the supplier refused to pay
the show fee (Renninger 324). Subsequently, in August 1971, the

Gibson Trade Show buyer, Gary Leverett, told Parker s representative
that it would have to pay the show fee (Renninger 32425). When
Parker s representative advised Leverett that he thought such pay-
ment would be i1egal , Leverett stated it would have to be paid
(Renninger 481-83). In this connection , Parker s representative had
been informed that, unless the show fee were paid , its products would
not be listed and it would not be permitted to participate in the show
(Renninger 330).
Parker decided to make the show fee payments in order to

participate in the Gibson Trade Show because , at this time , the Gibson

stores were considered the largest discount chain that it had. The

Gibson stores represented a sizable amount of business and Parker
officials did not feel that they could walk away from this kind of
business (Renninger 318, 325-26).
154. The amount of the show fee was to be based on five percent of

total sales to all Gibson Discount Centers , including both company
owned and franchised stores (Renninger 3I7- , 326). Originally,

Leverett had asked for three percent, but the request escalated to five
percent by August 1971 (Renninger 326).

34 Parker felt that it could not afford 1. los the Gibsn business which amounWd to about $100,00 at that time

(Renninger 32).
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155. Gibson requested that the show fee payment be made by check
but Parker paid by credit memorandum (Renninger 328).

156. Parker wanted an invoice for the show fee hut never received
one (Renninger 328-29). It wanted the invoice because its counsel felt
the payment was ilegal and part of the sales upon which the show fee
was based were generated hy franchised rather than Gibson owned
stores (Renninger 329).

The five percent show fee to cover 1974 was paid in 1975 by a cheek

sent to H.R. Gibson , Sr.'s attorney, Bardwell Odum (Renninger 333).
Parker had previously advised Mr. Odum that, in its opinion , the fee
was illegal. Mr. Odum claimed the fee was not ilegal but due under a
contract for invoices. Parker decided to pay, but never received any
answer as to what services it was paying for in response to a request
for that information (Renninger 333-5, 488. See also CX 505B , 505C

1325; SR 55 , 56A-B). (63)
157. Parker s show fee payments for the period 1971-I974 may be

summarized as follows:

credit memorandum is a negotiable iJlatrument between a supplier and a customer where the customer may
use the creit memorandum to offset part of hiB biJ with the supplier (Renninger 331).

Ud-'m 0- 39: QL3
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(64)158. Parker regarded the five percent show fee as a discount or
price reduction (Renninger 465). Parker did not regard the fee as

cooperative advertising payments (Renninger 46364). The payment
was made to enable Parker to display its merchandise to the Gibson
Discount Center retailers attending (Renninger 497K-L; SR 51).

I59. The Gibson Trade Show is not a service in connection with the
resale of Parker s products to consumers. Parker s reason for attending
the show was to get its products listed and into the hands of the buyers
of the Gibson retail stores; it was concerned with making the original
sale to the retailer rather than promoting the resale of its products to
consumers (Renninger 497F).37 The show fee WM paid in connection
with the original sale of Parker s products to Gibson retail stores; the

:! Reference to the five percnt paymcllt in Parker s rerds WI "cop adverising merely internal
bokkeeping eha. and do not reflect the actual purp of the payments (Renninger 46).37 Q. You indicate on cro examination that you attended thes I believe, four shows in order to bui!d

goowill. Did you attend the Gioonn Tre Show in order to build gtwil with the buyers there?
A- The ren we attended the Gimon Trae Show Wil to get our prouct liate in the handa of the

buyers of the Gibon sto'- (Renninger 497).
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show fee was not a promotional allowance made in connection with the

resale of Parker s products to consumers (Renninger 497K-L; SR 51;
Findings 68 , 73 , 97 , 145, 151).

160. Similarly, the booth fee was paid in order to enable Parker to
attcnd the Gibson Trade Show and, thereby, to facilitate the original
sale of Parker s goods to Gibson retail stores. The booth fee
accordingly, was not a promotional allowance made in connection with
the resale of Parker s products to consumers (Findings 64 , 68, 73, 95
145 , I51).
161. After Parker discontinued its participation in the Gibson

Tradc Show, it experienced a 50 percent drop in its sales volume to the
Gibson Discount Centers (Renninger 282 , 335). (65)

I62. Customers of Parker, other than stores operating under the
Gibson name , were not given payments of five percent or a percentage
of their total sales (Renninger 338 , 340B , 343).

163. Parker had a standard cooperative advertising program
available to all of its retail customers (Renninger 33!h7). This was
also available and communicated to each Gibson Discount Center or
Gibson retail store (Renninger 337 , 339). '9 The standard cooperative

advertising program of Parker was discussed with the trade show
buyer, Gary Leverett. The five percent show fee paid to Gibson
Products Company was not a part of this regular cooperative
advertising program (Renninger 33&-9).

Parker s standard cooperative advertising program required proof of
performance. None of the respondents in the period 1971 to 1974

furnished proof of performance in connection with the show fee
payments (Renninger 343-).

164. In 1971 or 1972, Parker participated in tabloid advertising in
connection with the Gibson Trade Show (Renninger 317).

The supplier also participated in the August 1973 tabloid mailed and
delivered to customers in the areas where Gibson stores were located
(Renninger 379; CX 491A-E).'o The items promoted in the Gibson

tabloid advertisement were the Big Red Soft Tip Pen and Big Red Ball
Point Pen (CX 491E). For such participation , Parker was bi1ed $250 by
Gibson Discount Centers , Inc. (CX 491D). The agreement to participate
in the tabloid , dated May 2, 1973 , had been signed by Ray Bostrom for
Parker and trade show buyer Gary Leverett for Gibson Products Co.
This agreement was entitled

, "

Gibson Tabloid Authorization Form
(CX 491E). By credit memorandum of June 26, 1973, made out to

'8 In 1973, Gibsns Inc. recived Parker s creit memorandum for the show fee; such paymnts were 110t made
available to Parker s other customcl1 (Renninger 341).

'9 Parker did not have such a program in 1973 (Renninger 3. ). Thc payment of the show fee in 1973 WIi probably
charged againat a non€xiatent coperative advertising budget (Renninger 339).

4( Such tabloids may run prior or .subsuent to the period of the trade show (Renninger 381).
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Gibsons Inc. , Parker made the $250 remittance for such participation
(CX 491A; Renninger 381-82). (66)

There is no record evidence concerning contemporaneous sales of the
items promoted in the August 1973 tabloid to Gibson stores and other
retailers competing with them in the resale of such merchandise.

I65. Parker manufactures 252 to 300 different pens eombinations
of colors and permutations thereof (Renninger 421). Parker s most
expensive pen , the Presidential solid gold pen, costs $400 (Renninger
421). The least expensive pen sold by Parker is the Jotter at $2.50.
Between those ranges, there are 50 to 100 different priced pens
(Renninger 422). Parker s pens are sold in different types of packaging
ranging from open stock boxes with twelve pens in a box to pens in
individual gift hoxes (Renninger 42). In addition, pens are also sold in
combination with a pencil or individually (Renninger 424).

Parker s "midline products" are sold both by Parker s direct sales

organization and by a network of wholesalers and distributors
(Renninger 42425). There are approximately I25 products in the
midline " which can be marketed in a number of different combina-

tions (Renninger 425-26).
The "prime line" products are primarily precious metal or stainless

steel merchandise. These products fall within a higher price category
and are considered Parker s jewelry or gift line (Renninger 426).

Including all the combinations , there are about 125 products in this line
(Renninger 427).

166. The tabulations in the record show contemporaneous transac-
tions involving sales of goods by Parker to various Gibson stores and
other Parker customers located in the same town or city (CX 506A-F).
However, the record evidence does not disclose at what functional level
many customers listed on ex 506A- , other than the Gibson stores

operated at. For example , there is no way to determine on this record
whether AbiJene Prt. and Sty. Co. of Abilene , Texas , or Cook United
Inc. of Big Spring, Texas, were wholesalers or retailers (CX 506A).
With respect to the majority of the alleged nonfavored customers

listed on CX 506, complaint counsel have failed to sustain their burden
of proof that Gibson retail stores and other Parker customers listed
thereon operated and competed in the resale of Parker s merchandise
at the same functionallcvel. (67)

The tabulations also do not specify what products were purchased in
a specific transaction. For instancc , the products purchased are usually
described as "midline products

" "

prime line products

" "

pens

" "

pen-
cils

" "

sets

" "

refils " etc. Nor is it possible to determine from this
n "Pencil ooft , soft tip, ball pen , pencil; ball pen , fountain pen; fountain pen . pencil. You go on and it wil go on

forever" (Rcnninger 42).
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record the price of the products involved. Parker may have 50 to roo
different prices for pens. Given the wide array of Parker products, the
information in the tabulations is insufficient to make the determina-
tion of whether the goods sold to Gibson retail stores and the goods
sold to al1eged competitors of Gibson stores were of like grade and
quality.

Tucker Manufacturing Corp.

167. Tucker Manufacturing Corp. ("Tucker ), of Lcominster, Mas-
sachusetts , manufactures and offers for sale throughout the United
States plastic housewares, which include trash cans, wastebaskets
laundry baskets, dish pans, pails and other products (Tocci 2141 , 2142
2153 2162).

Tucker s products are shipped from Leominster, Massachusetts and
Arlington , Texas. However, the invoices on al1 sales are issued by
Tucker s Leominster, Mass. headquarters (Tocci 2143). The invoices in
the record show sales to Gibson stores located outside Massachusetts
and Texas (CX 320A-R). Tucker is engaged in interstate commerce and
its transactions with respondents , including the show fee payments
based on such sales , are in the course of such commerce.

168. Tucker employs manufacturer s representatives who are re-
sponsible for assigned geographic territories and are paid on a
commission basis (Tocci 2150, 2153, 21845). For services provided to
Tucker, the manufacturer s representative generally receives a five
percent commission based on total sales in his or her territory (Tocci
2375-76). (68)

Neither H.R. Gibson, Sr. , Tommy Perkins, an employee of Gibson
Sr., nor the Gibson Trade Show ever acted as a manufacturer
representative for Tucker (Tocci 2182-84, 2321 , 2325; CX 312A-C).
169. Tucker attended the Gibson Trade Show approximately two

times per year during the period 1969 to 1973 (Tocci 2187).

The basic service provided to Tucker by the Gibson Trade Show was
the opportunity to sel1 its line of products to Gibson retail store buyers
(Tocci 2339 , 2371-72). This was the main reason Tucker participated
(Tocci 2188). Services provided by the Gibson Trade Show to Tucker
included bringing over prospective customers to the Tucker booth
listing the Tucker booth location in a directory and printing and
distributing show sheets to Gibson retail store buyers (Tocci 2372-73).

.2 Parker 50Id Jotters and refils to K-Ma.'" , Walgrns and Gibsn. store in the period 1971 1974 (Renninger
497G). There is no indiC.tion in the rerd , either from invoice , tabulations , or tetimony, WI to the approximate date
when Buch Bales were made to K-Mar or Wa!grns. No witnes from Walgrfl or K-Mar tetified. The evidenr iB
to sketchy to permit a finding that such 5ales met the statutory criteria. Sales were 11180 mae to Tart store
(Renninger 27).
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(70)176. In 1968 or 1969
, Tucker agreed to a volume rebate after

being told by Tpmmy Perkins that it was a requirement for participa-
tion in the Gibson Tra.de Show 

(Tocci 2185-6, 2208 , 2325, 2411 2415;

CX 312A C). "It. was told to us (Tucker) that if we did not comply with
his (Tommy Perkins ) request, we would not be allowed to participate

in the Gibson DiscounfCente
Trade . Show" (Tocci 2209). . Tucker

accordingly agreed to pay a two percent volume rebate based .
()n total

sales to all Gibson stores, family owned or franchise (Tocci 2186, 2208

2320 2322 2324 2411, 2415; CX 312A-C). (71)
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(72)178. The two percent trade show fee paid by Tucker to
respondents for sales made to the Gibson retail stores in the years 1970
1972 and 1973 was not a promotional a110wanee made in connection
with the resale of merchandise at the retail level; rather, it was paid
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for the opportunity to make a sales pitch to the Gibson stores at the
trade show and is , therefore , an allowance or discount in connection
with Tueker s original sale to those stores (Findings 68 , 73 , 97 , 169, 173;

SR 35Y; Tocci 2407-08).
179. Similarly, the booth fee was paid in order to enable Tucker to

attend the Gibson Trade Show and , therehy, to facilitate the original
sale of Tucker s goods to Gihson retail stores. The booth fee was not a
promotional allowanee made in eonneetion with the resale of Tueker
products to consumers (Findings 64, 68 , 73 , 95 169 173).

180. Tucker ceased attending the Gibson Trade Show after 1973

because it wanted to discontinue the two percent volume rebate
payments due to its low profit margin (Tocci 232&-27).

During the period following the termination of Tucker s participa-
tion in the Gibson Trade Show , Tucker experienced minimal sales
volume with regard to Gibson family owned stores. The sales to such
stores were: in 1974, $22 000; in 1975, $4,000; no sales in 1976 or 1977
(Tocci 2334).

181. In I970, 1972 and 1973 , Tucker neither made nor offered to
make' payments based on a percentage of sales to any of its customers
other than Gibson Products Co. (Tocci 226 , 2254-- , 22 , 2292-94).
In these same years, Tucker neither made nor offered to make

aJternative payments. for services rendered to any of its customers
other than Gibson Products Co. (Tocci 2267 , 226-7 , 224-95).

During the period 1969 to 1973 , customers of Tucker, other than
Gibson, that had a trade show that Tucker attended were Ace
Hardware, Cotter and Company and Merchants' Buying Syndicate

MBS"

) ('

oeci 2212). These customers all operate at the retail level of
business (Finding 369). The trade shows operated by each of these
organizations were open only to member retail stores (Tocci 2213-15).
Tucker attended the MBS trade show from 1964 to 1973 (Tocci 22I3); it
attended the Ace Hardware show from 1968 to 1972 (Tocci 2214); it
attended the Cotter show from 1972 to I977 (Tocci 2215). While Tucker
paid fees for rental of booth space at each of these shows , Tucker
neither offered to pay nor did pay to these customers any percentage
based on sales made to the stores that attended the show (Tocci 2213-
16). Furthermore, Tucker neither offered to make nor did make an
aJternative payment to these customers for services rendered (Toci
2267 2294). (73)

182. During the period 1969 to 1973 , Tucker did not offer to its
customers either a standard advertising allowance . a standard pro-
gram of volume rebates or a cooperative advertising program (Tocci
2143 2I50).

183. During the I969 to 1973 period, Tucker sold its merchandise to
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West and Company, Howard Brothers
, Wal-Mart, W.E. Walker, Perr

Brothers, OTASCO, Abbey Sales, SUrplus City, Sterling Storage
, H.

Butt and family owned and franchised Gibson stores 

(Tocci 2158-9
216I-62). These customers a11 

se11 merchandise 
at the retail 

level (Toci
2I59-6, 216870, 2175-I; Finding 

369).In that period
, Tucker sold trash cans

, waste baskets, laundr
baskets, pails and dish pans to these retailers (Toci 2I62-):

184. Tucker manufactures approximately 100 to 120 different
products (Tocci 2396; Finding 167). For example

, it makes eight to tendifferent sized trash cans ranging from a size that could be used in
restaurants to a size suitable for the home (Tocci 2397). Tucker

s waste
baskets and dog dishes are also of different sizes and shapes (Toci
2397).
I85. Howard Brothers 

and West and Company are both licensed touse and do USe the Gibson name on some of their stores and 

their OWn
name on other of their stores (Toci 2390-91

. 246364). 
Both have

attended Gibson Trade Shows in which Tucker has participated (Tocci
2391-92). The record acordingly is unclear as to whether

, in their ease
sales to Howard or West and Company 

could properly be construed as asale to a nonfavored customer in a transaction involving a discrimina-
tion favoring the Gibso

stores. The evidence (CX 320A) does notreveal in which instances Howard Brothers and West and Company
were competing with Gibson retail stores; sales to these two customers
might be sales to them in their roles as Gibson licensees.

186. There is considerable variation in Tucker
s products (FindingI84). There is no evidence in the record pertaining to the speific

merchandise purchased by competitors of Gibso

. The invoices in therecord (CX 320A-
R) relate 

only to purchases by Gibso
stores. There is

insufficient evidence to support a finding that Gibso

stores and other
customers of Tucker compete in the resale of Tucker products of like
grade and quality. (74)

D. Reve11, Inc.

IlJtiaJ. Decision
95 F. T.

187. Reve11
, Inc. ("Reve11"), of Venice

, California, manufactures
plastic 

model. kits

, ..

. including 
models of airplanes, ships, ears andanimals, home racing sets, train sets and craft items

, which it markets
throughout the United States and the 

world (We11s 612; Blaustein 780-
81).

Re\'e11 makes sales. to national accounts 

(whose stores are loctedthroughout the . United States), regional aecountsal1d 
wholesale

aCCOIJnts (Blaustein. 785
789). Reve11 has made sales to both 

Gibson
franchised stores and Gibson company-owned stores (Blaustein 840-
41).
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Revell sells and ships its products from its Venice, California
manufacturing plant to customers throughout the United States. Such
sales include shipments to Gibson stores located outside of California
(CX 752A-Z-103; Blaustein 780-81; Wells 6I3). Revell is engaged in
interstate commerce and its transactions with respondents, including
the show fee payments based on such sales, are in the course of such
commercc.

188. Revell entered into contracts to participate , and did partici-
pate , in the Gibson Trade Show in the years 1968 through I976 (Wells
614-15; Blaustein 813-21; SR 25A- , H-P). Revell terminated its
participation in the Gibson Trade Show in 1977 (Blaustein 802).

189. Defining a customer as an entity for whom Revell would write
up an invoice on a shipment, Revell had 500 to 600 customers in 1973
including Gibson stores (Blaustein 782). Among the retail customers to
whom Revell sold its products in the period 1973-1976 were J.
Penney, Sears, Zayre, K-Mart, the Gibson stores and W.T. Grant
(Blaustein 850-52).43 Revell , in the relevant period , also made sales to
the Target stores, a chain of 59 discount retail stores located in
Minnesota, Wisconsin , Illinois , Iowa, Missouri , Colorado , Oklahoma and
Texas (Doyle 4288- 429I , 4370; CX 1335A-B).

190. In the period 1969 to 1972, Revell representatives called on
Gibson stores in addition to attending the Gibson Trade Show (Wells
762). And , Revell set up a program whereby its regional sales
managers would contact those individuals having buying jurisdiction
for Gibson stores (Wells 720-24). Revell has neither sent invoices nor

sold merchandise to Herbert R. Gibson, Sr. or to the Gibson Trade
Show (Blaustein 812). (75)

191. Revell's contacts with the respondents in connection with the
Gibson Trade Show were with Gary Leverett and Lynn Low. The topic
of discussion at meetings in Seagovile , Texas with Leverett and Low
in 1973 and 1975 , respectively, was Revell's participation in the trade
show (Blaustein 790-91). Beginning in March 1975 , Revell was advised
that the Gibson Trade Show was a sellng organization which would
represent Revell to sell merchandise (Blaustein 793, 798, 847-48).

Revell , however, did not regard the Gibson Trade Show as its sales
representative (Blaustein 807). And, trade show personnel did not

write orders for Revell after 1975. Revell's own sales staff wrote the
orders (Blaustein 807). Revell regarded the Gibson Trade Show as a
customer (Blaustein 807).

192. Revell and Gibson Trade Show employees coordinated blanket
and makeup orders. Some of the sales by Revell were made through a

3 Reve!!s proucts were !iste in the C$talQgB of Sears C. Penney and Montgomery Ward (Blaustein 8.'6).
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, 649-50, 66062, 66364; Blaustein 859). For instance, in exchange
for participating in the 1975 trade show, Lynn Low suggested that
Revell make a payment hased on annual sales. As a result, Revell
agreed to pay a one percent allowance at the end of the year on all the
business which it did with the Gibson Produets Company for the 1975
calendar year (Blaustein 799-800).

The one percent rebate payments were made by Revell in order to
assure participation in the Gibson Trade Show and use of ,blanket
orders (Wells 727; Blaustein 800). However, Revell had no specific
understanding with any Gibson personnel as to what the one percent
payment might be used for (Wells 743).

Revell had been advised that it would be the beneficiary of various
services performed by the Gibson Trade Show, including marketing
presentations, a directory of all Gibson stores, blanket orders, mailngs
and advertising. Revell was especially drawn to the trade show by a so-
called Extensive Sales Program, which promised to generate orders for
manufacturers (Wells 72&-27; Blaustein 801--2). (78)

196. Revell made show fee payments to the Gibson Trade Show
based on one percent of total sales to all Gibson stores, as follows:

I8 of JIt 

'''

$3,12. $1, 131.22 C1 Pn ID; 1/20/70 ex 7331
of So11tl . Tb:

71. C1t: i"ts Co 2/Q'rn ex 739A
lle Tuu

Ia .s ao 1.70 391.76 C1 Pru. Co. 3/19/n ex 7J,R..
of Sele.; 

(79)197. The one percent trade show fee paid by RevelL to the
respondents fOr sales made to Gibson stores in I969 "nd1970 was not a
promotional allowance made in connection with the resale of Revell'
products to consumers (Findings 68 , 73, 97, 193).

198. Similarly, the booth fee was paid in order to enable Revell to
attend the Gibson Trade Show and, thereby, to faciltate. the original
sale of Revell's goods to Gibson retail stores. The booth fee was not a
promotional allowance made in connection with the resale of Revell'
products to consumers (Findings 64, 68, 73 , 95, 193).

199. During the period 1969. to 1972, Revell did not . make any
payments to any ofits customers, otherthan the Gibson Trade Show
based on a percentage of total sales (Wells 66364, 750), Nor did Revell
make any payments for its merchandise being listed in the catalogs of
retailers such as Sears and J.C. Penney (Blaustein 85(H6).
200. The Gibson Newspaper Mat Service, which prepared tabloids

advertising produets offered for sale in Gibson stores, prepared a.n
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Base (Gibson - 6/12170; J.C. Penney47 - 2/13/70); Dune Buggy (Gibson

- 9/11/70, 11/10/70, 11/16/70; Sears - 8/18/70, 9/24/70, 10/2/70

11/10/70); Evil Iron (Gibson - 12/27/71; J.C. Penney - 9/15/71). (81)

Irving, Texas: Baja car (Gibson - 8/11/70; Sears - 7170).
Victoria, Texas: Baja car (Gibson - 8/7/70; Sears - 8/70, 10/2/70).

Witchita Falls, Texas: Baja car (Gibson - 5/7/70; Sears - 7/23/70
11/4170).

Sherman, Texas: 12 pc. Disney (Gibson - 6/23/71; J.C. Penney -

6/25/71 7/9/71, 7/29/71 9/15/71 10/1/71 11/1/71).

Revell' s sales to Target (Finding 189) are not recorded in the
tabulations. Nor is there other record evidence as to the specific model
type , style, price or price range of the plastic model kits purchased by
Target, or as to the exact dates of those purchases.

E. Regal Ware, Inc.

204. Regal Ware, Inc. ("Regal"), of Kewaskum, Wisconsin, manu-

factures cookware and electric appliances (Mehring 135Q-51).

RegaFmanufacturesits products at four locations ill the U. ; they

are Kewaskum , Wisconsin; Wooster Phio; . Flora, Mississippi; . and

Peoria, Ilinois. From these points , Regal sells and ships its products
throughout the United States (Mehring 1351), including shipments to

Gibspnstores located outside of the above four states (CX 696A-E).

Regal is engaged in interstate cOmmerce and its transllctions with

respondents, including the show fee payments based on such sales, are

in the course of such commerce.
205. Regal sells to wholesalers, catalog hotlses, premium accounts

miltary exchanges, . cooperatives who servce retailers, hardware
wholesale distributors and electrical distributors, among others (Mehr"

ing 1589). It also sells . to major chain store accounts as well as non-
chain store accounts. The chain store accounts, with multiple stores
operating ..Ilnder . the same name, encompass discount stores , drug

stores and variety storcs (Mehring 1352). The chain store aecountsthat

were customers of Regal during the period 1971 to 1975 include

Woolworth, K-Mart, Gibson , Wal-Mart, Sterling stores , Koons, Jeffer-

son stores, Target, TG& Y and Zayre (Mehring 1352-, 1712; CX

696A E; Evans 3951-52; Pettit 4100). (82)

In 1975, Regal did $888 359 in business with all Gibson retail stores
(SR 18R). Reg,,!'s 1975 volume of husiness with Target was approxi"

mlltelyone-tenth ofthis Ilmount (Mehring 171Q-11). ItS volume with

TG & Y in that year WllS approximlltely ol1e-fourth to one-third ofthe
business with the Gibson stores (Mehring 1712). Regal did approxi-
mlltely Ilt least four times as much business with all of the Gibson
stores tllken together IlS with W oolwprth (Mehring 1628). Only S.
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(85)2I4. Regal paid the Gibson Trade 

Show a show fee in. order tomeet what it viewed as its competition (Mehring 1673-77). Forinstance, Regal learned that a competitor
, Oster, was going toparticipate in the trade show and would pay a four percent show fee

(CX 672D; Mehring I548
, I676). Regal took such facts into consider-ation in deciding the amount of the 

show fee that it would pay(Mehring 1548-9, 1675).
The show fee percentage paid to the Gibson Trade Show was two

percent in I971 , 1972 and I973 (Mehring I387-88; ex 
677B). In i974the percentage Was increased to three Percent and has remained at

that level eVer since (CX 677B; SR 18B
, E G; Mehring I38S 1390, 14171422, 1562-63, I648). (86)
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215. Regal made the following show fee payments to the Gibson

Trade Show:
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(87)216. The three percent show fee paid by Regal to the Gibson

Trade Show was viewed by Regal as payment for the trade show
services in helping Rcgal make sales to retailers (Mehring 1649).
Rcgal did not consider the three percent show fee , or the two percent
show fee paid prior to 1973, as promotional payments (Mehring 164&-
49).
217. The services received by Regal from the trade show in

exchange for the percentage payments made from 1971 through the
present basically consjsted of the opportunity to sell to buyers for the
Gibson organization (Mehring 1392). The show fee was paid in
connection with the original sale of Regal's products to Gibson retail
stores; the show fee was not a promotional allowance made in
connection with the resale of Regal's products to consumers (Findings

209 212 216).
218. Similarly, the booth fees were paid jn order to enable Regal to

attend the Gibson Trade Show and , thereby, to facilitate the original
sale of Regal's goods to Gibson retaH stores. The booth fee was not a
promotional allowanee made in connection with the resale of Regal's
products to consumers (Findjng 64 209 212).

219. In 1972, Regal sold jts products to Woolworth and TG & Y , in
addition to Gibson stores (Mehring 1400; Finding 205). It djd not make
payments to Woolworth or TG & Y or any other chain store accounts
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based on volume of sales in that year (Mehring 1398, 1400). Nor did
Regal make such payments to Woolworth in I973 (Mehring 1405-6).

Regal did not make the three percent payment based on volume of
total sales available to Woolworth in 1975. It only made a one percent
advertising allowance available to Woolworth (Mehring 1422; Finding

220. In the period 1969 to 1975, Regal had a standard two percent
advertising allowance available for all its customers. This was the only
promotional allowance made available to the Gibson stores in that
period (Mehring 1392, 1641). (88)

221. Regal made the following advertising allowances to the
Gibson Trade Show from 1971 onward:

" ot
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(89)222. The tabloids utilized in 1972 were under Regal's standard

advertising program. Regal did not specify whether an advertisement
was to run in a tabloid , as a print ad or in some other format (Mehring
1432-3).

The Gibson Trade Show discontinued the procedure of running
tabloids for Regal products in I973 (Mehring 1431-32).
223. Regal made available to Woolworth its regular two percent

promotional allowance for promotion of Regal products during the

1969 to 1975 time period (Mehring 1633-34). However, Woolworth
demanded and obtained a special promotional package from Rega1.
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Woolworth received a one percent advertising allowance and a one
percent price reduction based on invoice priee49 (Mehring 1635-6).

Under that arrangement, in 1973 , 1974 and 1975, Woolworth received
approximately a one perccnt allowance on print advertising. The
Gibson stores, in that period, received a two percent allowance for
print or tabloid advertising (Mehring I414 , 1417- , 1421- , 142526).

The Gibson stores, however, did not receive a price reduction as part of
their promotional program from Regal (Mehring I641).

224. Regal sold its products to TG & Y in 1973, 1974 and 1975
(Mehring 1423). Regal made available to TG & Y an advertising
allowance based on TG & Y' s sales in the 1973 to 1975 period. TG & Y
availed itself of the advertising allowance offer by running a tabloid
which included Regal products (Mehring 14224 , 1433).

Regal made various promotional offers available to TG & Y during
the 1971 to 1975 time period (Pettit 4162). Different Regal products
could have had different percentage advertising allowances or, even
lump sum advertising allowances (Pettit 4237-38). Promotional offers
made by Regal to TG & Y were a thousand dollars credit memo in
exchange for which TG & Y had to buy Regal products and advertise
them in their company-wide advertising program (Pettit 4169-

4232), as well as other lump sum dollar amounts (Pettit 4173; SR 11lF-
G).

225. Regal sold its products to Target in 1975 (Mehring 144). It
made its standard advertising program available to Target in that year
(Mehring 1443-). (90)

Other than an advertising allowance based on two percent of total
sales under Regal's standard advertising program (Mehring 144),
Regal made no other percentage of total sales payments available to
Target in 1975 (Mehring 1444).

226. The two percent advertising allowance paid by Regal to
Gibson retail stores was separate and distinct from the three percent of
total sales volume paid to the Gibson Trade Show in I973 (Mehring
1417; CX 683A).
227. The record does not support a finding that the Regal tabloid

payments to respondents were beyond the scope of its regular
advertising programs available to Regal's othcr customers and , thus
discriminatory (Finding 220).

228. Regal offered various promotional servces to its customers

who did not have trade shows. These services included in-store
demonstrations of Regal products by Regal personnel for consumers at

... Woolworth plac Regal proucts in a tabloid II par of its promotionallUngement with Regal. The one

percnt price reuctioll in Woolworth's net invoice price WWI payment for the tabloid advertising (Mehrng
164-45).
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the retail level , store display stands and product knowledge sessions
where Regal personnel discussed Regal products with retail store sales
personnel (Mehring 1488-90, 1601). These services were an extension of
Regal's sales activities and were expected by its customers; they were
not part of a formal program (Mehring 1493).

229. Regal manufactures about eight different cookware lines
under the Regal name (Mehring 1370).

230. Regal also manufactures so-caned "traffic appliances " which

are sman , hand-held electrical appliances such as coffee makers, fry
pans , corn poppers , fondues, hot pots, griddles, slow cookers and french
friers (Mehring I370 , 1611). Regal lists an of the electrical appliances
that it produces under the heading, "traffic appliances" (Mehring

1377). The traffic appJianee category is comprised of entirely different

products. Including color variations, Regal manufactures over 50
different types of traffic appliances (Mehring I610-11). Regal'
customers generany do not purchase an of the traffic appliances which
it manufactures (Mehring 1612-I3).

Regal manufactures approximately IO different models of eoffee-
makers , with color variations within each model (Mehring 1613, 1617-
19). For instance, during the 1969 to 1975 time period, one type of
Regal coffee maker, caned Poly Perk , had four different sized models
with three different colors in each size, to serve different consumer
needs and preferences (Mehring I6I7-19). (91)

During the 1969 to 1975 time period , the electric fry pans manufac-
tured by Regal were all Teflon coated, with various exterior color

combinations; there were two sizes (Mehring 1619-20).

Regal manufactures only one basic model of a corn popper. There
were only color variations in the fondue and sJow cooker models. There

were different models, aside from color variation, of the other

electrical products in the traffic appliance category (Mehring 1620).

231. There are differences in quality, color , styling and metals used
in the various cookware lines manufactured by Regal (Mehring I372
1621-22). During the 1969 to 1975 time period , Regal's cookware lines
fen into two basic subcategories , Teflon coated and non-Teflon coated
interior surfaces (Mehring 1619-- , I622-24). The purpose of this
differentiation was to meet consumer needs and preferences (Mehring
1623).

Regal soJd as many as four cookware lines to Gibson stores in 1971.

The names of these Jines are Duncan Hines, Imperial , Buckeye and
Mardi Gras (Mehring I371-72). There are different individual products
and sets within each of the four lines (Mehring 1620-24). Regal's

customers wholesale houses , distributors, central buyers , could
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purchase products within each of the four lines either individually or
sets (Mehrng 1621-22).

The Duncan Hines and Imperial1ines are made of stainless steel
, but

of different weights. The Buckeye and Mardi Gras lines are made of
aluminum, and are also of different weights (Mehrng 

1373).

During the 1969 to 1975 time period
, the Buckeye 1ine consisted of

the following six individual products: three different sized saucepans
, a

Dutch oven and two different sized fry pans. The purchase of these
product differentiations was to meet consumer needs (Mehring 

1621).

232. The record shows that Regal sold traffic applianc
es to the

following customers in the years indicated:

Gibson Stores
Mart
G. & Y.

Woo1co
Target

1971 - 1975

1973 - 1975

1974, 1975
1975
1975

(Mehrng 1378-79 , 1380, 144).

(92)In 1969 to 1975 , TG & Y purchased Regal products, including so-

called "staple items" such as Poly Perk coffee makers
, tea kettles, pots

and pans (Pettit 4102).
In 1975, Regal sold its Duncan Hines cookware line to TG & Y and

Gibson stores (Mehring 1374), its Imperial cookware line to K-
Mart, TG

& Y, Target and Gibson stores (Mehrng 1374-75, 144), and 
its

Buckeye cookware line to TG & Y and Gibson stores (Mehrng 
1375).

233. The array of Regal products carried by retailers, including

Gibson stores, varies widely (Mehrng 1624).
234. The tabulations in the record

, summarizing Regal sales

between 1969 and 1975
, show the following contemporaneous transac-

tions which appear to involve sales of goods of like grade and qua1ity to
competing customers (CX 696A-

E):

:KThii taulations aud rerd tetimony dilOB other contempol'riooustr ona. However, in may of thes

sales, ther isuo. rerd evidence of the functionaIlevcltht the cUltOrnerwas 
opeting at. Tbwi, it is not pobl

dcteine whether thecutorier WII competing with Gibsn rewr 
stc in the re of Re' s pruct MOrver

there is no rerd evidenccilbOwing that 
the1;onsinvolve go of like gre and qUaity. Foinstance, the

tabulations desbe certn prOucbll "Dutlh oven

". "

fry pa, Poly Perk" and pan." Poly Per come in fOUT

different si (Finding ZJ); Dutchovena and fry panllLlo come in differnt 
siz, ar mae of difernt mcta, come

in differnt weigbti and Btyles;andhave 
Tefon or non-Teflonintcrio surac (Findig 231). Th differnce in

interior surBc IDY sloDe vitiate IIny showing of like gre lId quality, although th diferen
ce inooIlbiIItior With

the othel'jult1i remove anypoibilty of lie 
gre and qwityhaving ben establishe 

for th producta;Fr

p8I\ IIYOO eJeetreornon-eleCc (Firidinp23, 231).
The tEtiony dil(lthat, in 

l!ri5 Regal BOld ea of itafour eokwar linii lLilta to Gibln retmlstand

rlin store allegy In 
mpetition with the Gibsnstore (Finding 23). However, 

th is no re evdenc, in

the form of docmentation orothe!, stating-th plae and date of thes trnsOIl. Morever, 
e& of the four

cokwar line BOld wereithff Teflon oote or non-Teflon cote (Finding 231). ThWl, lie gr an 
quaitywll not

estalibe for thes prouct
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(93)Shreveport, Louisiana: CUpS51 (Gibson - 3/14/72, 3/27/72; TG &
Yo2 - 4/10/72); Pot-o-Plenty51 (Gibson - 10/10/73; TG & Y - 9/7/73);
Poly Urn51 Gibson - 9/20/73 , 9/25/73; TG & Y - 11/19/73).

Lubbock, Texas: Poly Urn51 (Gibson - 3/2/73, 9/14/73; TG & Y -
3/I3/73 , 11/19/73); Tea Kettle51 (Gibson - 9/14/73 , 9/10/74, 10/7/74
12/12/74; TG & Y - 9/26/73 , 2/18/74, 10/25/74); Bowls51 (Gibson -

2/6/74; TG & Y - 2/19/74).

F. Waltham Watch Company

235. Waltham Watch Company ("Waltham ), of Chicago, I1inois
manufactures and sells watches , jewelry and clocks (Levitt 176465).

Waltham sells and ships its goods from Chicago to throughout the
continental United States, including sales to Gibson stores located
outside of I1inois (Levitt 1765; ex 216A-D). Waltham is engaged in
interstate commerce and its transactions with the respondent.o;, includ-
ing show fee payments based on such interstate sales , are in the course
of such commerce,

236. Waltham sold its products to wholesalers for resale to catalog
houses and to premium houses in the 1969 to I975 period (Levitt 1993-
94). It also sold to retailers such as the Gibson stores (CX 205A-B).

237. Waltham had a total sales volume for watches of $185 716.
with all Gibson stores during 1973 (CX 205A-B). Most of Waltham
sales of watches to Gibson stores in 1973 were shipped to individual
stores (Levitt 1838; CX 209B).
238. During the 1969 to 1975 period , Waltham merchandise could

not be displayed at the Gibson Trade Show unless listed on show sheets
(Levitt 1868). (94)

Waltham furnished the product and price information contained in
the show sheets, which were prepared and distributed by the Gibson
Trade Show for use at their various shows in connection with the
placement of orders (CX 194A- , 196A- , 208A- , 212A-N; Lehman
1257- , 1261 , 1264 , 1266; Levitt 1874-75). The show sheets could serve
as prospective orders, with the individual Gibson retail stores filling in
the blanks regarding quantity (Levitt I987).

During the I969 to 1974 time period , Waltham presented merchan-
dise to Gibson buyers; the buyers , then, preselected merchandise and
authorized the merchandise to be listed on the show sheets (Levitt
1863- , 1866-67, 1877-78). Waltham s sales representative considered
this procedurc to be a sales presentation (Levitt 1866, 1881).

The Gibson Trade Show buyers, such as Gary Leverett, preselected

I There is no record evidence indicating that there are variations in any of thC$ proUC18,,8uch 8. materiail uoo
rangtofsiz weightoreleclricvel"usnon-c!cctrcoperotioll.

. TG & Y functions at the re\.iJ level of operations (Fiflding369).
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merchandise for the benefit of the Gibson stores attending the trade
show throughout the 1969 to I975 time period (Levitt 2007-D8). As

such, Leverett was acting on behalf of thc Gibson stores (Levitt 2008).

Distribution of the show sheets at thc trade show was a benefit to the
Gihson stores as well as an effective sellng tool for Waltham (Levitt
1988, 2008, 2020-22).
239. Belva Gibson participated at various times in physically

selecting the merehandise, usually jewelry, that she thought would sell
in Gibson stores (Levitt 182&-27).

240. In 1971 , Gary Leverett, the jewelry buyer for Gibson Products
Company, selected four models of watehes from Waltham s sales

representative for purchase. The transaction took place in Seagovile
(Levitt 182325).

Although Leverctt assumed the title of merchandising manager in
1973 or 1974, he continued to perform the same functions he had
performed in earlier ycars as far as Waltham was concerned (Levitt
1913-14). Waltham s sales representative regarded Gary Leverett, who

held the title of merchandising manager in 1973 (CX 203A; Levitt
1973-79), as a buyer (Levitt 1976).

241. During the 1969 to 1974 time period , Waltham made no sales
at the Gibson Trade Show to stores other than the Gibson Discount
Centers (Levitt 1899- I900).

242. At the Gibson Trade Shows, trade show employees introduced
new franchise owners to Waltham personnel and asked Waltham to
assist in wrting an opening order for such stores. Gibson, Sr, a1so
brought new managers to the WaJtham booth and assisted them in
seJecting goods for the new store (Levitt 1904). (95)

At the trade shows , new store managers, Leverett and the Waltham
sales representative discussed merchandise. Leverett assisted the new
store manager in making decisions about what to buy (Levitt 1907
1910). For already existing stores, thc storc managers wouJd be abJe to
finalize orders (Levitt 1903-).

24. Neither Gibson, Sr. nor his employees staffed the Waltham
booths at the trade shows in the 1969 to 1974 period; those booths were
run by Waltham personnel (Levitt I91I-12). Leverett did not perform
a sellng function on behalf of Waltham at the tradc shows (Levitt
191I).
24. The requirements imposed upon Waltham by the Gibson Trade

Show to partieipate in the shows were: payment for the rental of both
space; and, payment of a five percent allowance based on total watch
sales to all Gibson stores (Levitt 1803-5 , 1809- IO, 1829-31, 1835
1838). (96)
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245. Waltham made the following booth fee payments to the
Gibson Trade Show'...t Jlt8 P8' #It of' _.f

.."" ..'" '.,' '''

"' 14-18, 1973 $350, $350. R. CibK, Sr. aUI
17 G1.S8a , T-

.tr.l91T $350. 100. IL Clb8 :k, a 191"'"
)11 Cib8
S&illa , T-

S-9. $350, $350. IL cu, Sr, a1.-
51? Cibs 'I-

194 $35. $2, 100. IL c.. Sr, CX""
517 C1 St.- 

HilJ17. 1974 $l5, $:U, R. C1 , Sr, ex 2I.1
517Sea, T-

q. U. , 1974 $2, 100, R. CX2l

(97)246. From 1969 to 1974, Waltham set up a warehousing
allowance to Gibson Products Company, payable in merchandise. The
allowance was five percent of total sales of watches to all Gibson retail
stores , regardless of whether the watches were shipped directly to
individual stores or to a warehouse (Levitt lS03-05 , 183S; Lehman
1284, 1301-02). In the ease of Waltham s Dallas area representative

99.9% of the shipments were shipped directly to the Gibson stores
(Levitt IS3S. See also CX 209).

247. Belva Gihson participated in discussions with Waltham s sales

representative in I971 as to thc amount, $I1S 76S, that was to bc paid
on warehousing (Levitt 18I3- , 1822-23 , IS2&-26; CX 201C).

24S. Sales made at the Gibson Trade Show to individuals who
leased jewelry departments in Gibson stores were not included as part
of the total annual sales to Gibson stores from which the warehousing
allowance was computed (Levitt I997; Finding 2.';7).

249. Waltham did not refer to or make use of the term

, "

trade show
fee," It used , instead , the term

, "

warehousing allowance" (Levitt 1829-

, IS34-5; CX 203A). The five percent warehousing allowance had
nothing to do with advertising or otherwise promoting the resale of
Waltham products (Levitt 1963-69; Lehman 1284). Warehousing
allowances are, in fact , trade show fees in the case of Waltham
dealings with Gibson stores. Such show fees effectively opcrate as

03 In 1975, 25% of the ..Ic. made at the Gib&Jn Trade Show were made to sl!ch tea jewelry deparmentI (Levitt
1997).
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price reductions to the Gibson stores, and were paid in connection with
the original sale of Waltham s products to Gibson retail stores
(Findings 68 , 73 , 97, 24).

250. Similarly, the booth fee was paid in order to enable Waltham
to attend the Gibson Trade Show and , thereby, to faciliate the original
sale of Waltham s goods to Gibson retail stores. The booth fee was not
a promotional allowance made in connection with the resale of
Waltham s products to consumers (Findings 64, 68, 73, 95, 24). (98)

251. Waltham made the following show fee payments to the Gibson
Trade Show:
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cooperative advertising program that offered 10 percent off the face of
invoices. The program covered watches , though not clocks or jewelry,
and was made available to all retail and discount stores, but not to
catalog stores. Retail and discount stores did not have to meet any
requirements in order to participate in the advertising program (Levitt
1797-1800 1858; CX 2I4A- , 215A-B).

Payments under Waltham s cooperativc advertising program (see
ex 2I4A-B) were made by credits to the customer s account

(Lehman 1284). (IOOJ

253. Waltham made the following advertising allowance payments
to the respondents:
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(101)25. The prerequisite showing of sales of goods of like grade
and quality involved in such tabloid promotions with respet to Gibson
stores and other Waltham customers competing in the resale of such
goods has not been made (Finding 259).
255. Waltham s line of watches were distinguishcd by price, style

color and quality (Levitt 1778 , 1958). There were differences in the
number of jewels; some watches were larger than others ; some had
dials of varying colors; some were stainless steel; some were calendar
some day and date; some were automatic, some not (Levitt 195&-60).
Waltham had approximately 500 watches , priced from $10 to $1 000
(Levitt 1776).

Waltham considered one group of watches to be those in the $15 to
$50 category; other groups were in the $50 to $75 and $75 to $100

categories (Levitt 1780). The $15 to $50 group of watches, however, is
comprised of a large number of individual typs of watches (Levitt
1957-58). No customer of Waltham ever purchased all of the typs of
watches in the $15 to $50 group (Levitt 1959).
256. Waltham sold watches in the $15 to $50 , $50 to $75 and $75 to

$100 categories to Gibson stores during the I969 to 1974 time period

(Levitt 1775, 1780-1 , 1794). The $15 to $50 group of watches
purchased by Gibson stores might be entirely diffcrent from the group
of watches in the same price range sold to another Waltham customer
(Levitt 1957). Furthermore , individual Gibson stores did not necessarily
purchase the same group of $15 to $50 watches as other Gibson stores
(Levitt 1957 , 1959).

257. There were leased jewelry departments in some of the Gibson

family owned and franchise stores in various locations, including
Dallas , Fort Worth , Lubhoek and Amarillo, Texas (Levitt 19545).
Waltham sold its merchandise to individuals who leased such space in
Gibson stores (Levitt 199&-97). Resale of Waltham products by leased
departments in Gibson stores is not a sale by the Gibson store (Levitt
1956, 198&-87).

258. Waltham made direct sales of its watches in the $15 to $50

group to the lease division of Zale Company, which operated leased
departments in other stores54 during the 1969 to 1974 time period
(Levitt I789- , 1930-31). There is no record evidence as to the specific
model , style or price of the watches purchased by Zale, nor is there any
evidence of the exact dates of those purchases. (102)

Waltham watches were carried in all Target stores in 1974 and 1975
(Doyle 4367-70). There is no evidencc in the record as to the modcl

M Io'or il1tance, Zale I the jewelry department in Globe Btorw (Levitt 194).


